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Abstract
Musculoskeletal health is a major determinant o f the quality o f life for the increas
ing aged population groups in our society. Improved healthcare is essential to en
sure successftil ageing and enhanced musculoskeletal health is pivotal for tackling
age-associated diseases such as osteoporosis and osteoarthritis. The primary clini
cal solutions for treating such diseases are well established for the young popula
tion. However, for these therapies to be successftil in elder age groups, for whom
tissue repair is mostly needed, it is important to understand the influence o f
mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) ageing to the tissue differentiation.
A predictive computational model was created using finite element models o f sin
gle cells implemented with the mechanoregulation theory developed by Prendergast et al. (1997). Two mechanobiological events, the gap tissue formation in re
constructive medicine and the MSC differentiation upon substrate stretching in
tissue engineering, were simulated to investigate the effects o f MSC ageing on
cell-tissue differentiation.
The model was able to capture the sub-cellular changes associated with MSC age
ing that is without the reach o f other mechanoregulation modelling approaches.
Simulation results revealed that changes were evident in the predicted tissue dif
ferentiation patterns in response to the application o f age-related changes in both
events, indicating that MSC ageing affects tissue differentiation and therefore
should be considered as a factor when performing MSC-based clinical applica
tions.
Most importantly, it was also demonstrated that the presented cell-based mech
anoregulation modelling approach is capable o f corroborating mechanoregulation
theories with basic in vitro cell experiments. It could also potentially be used to
calibrate well-established mechanoregulation algorithms in the ftiture, to give reli
able individual-based, and ultimately, patient-specific predictions prior to opera
tion. Mechanoregulation simulation, or computational mechanobiology as a whole,
would then realise its true clinical potential.
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Chapter 1
1. Introduction
1.1 General background
Musculoskeletal health is a major determinant o f the quality o f life for the increasing
aged population group in our society. The proportion o f aged population has been
expanding rapidly for the past decades and is expected to increase with an even
faster pace for the incoming century, according to the United Nations Statistics. As
the life expectancy increases, tackling the age-associated musculoskeletal diseases,
such as osteoporosis and osteoarthritis, becomes one core task to ensure a successful
ageing.
Traditionally, Total Hip Arthroplasty (THA) was the primary solution for treating
osteochondral defects. The surgical procedure involves the implantation o f an artifi
cial replacement joint, made by combinations o f engineered metals and plastics, into
the defected bone cavity and the integration o f the implant and the bone by a fixation
process. The optimal method o f fixation for primary total joint replacements, par
ticularly fixation with or without the use o f cement is still controversial (Abdulkarim
et al., 2013). While better short-term clinical outcome, particularly in terms o f re
covery time and pain reduction, can be obtained with cemented fixation, the cement
itself tends to deteriorate progressively over time and is considered as a cause o f
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loosening (Amstutz et al., 1988; Hozack et a l, 1990). On the other hand, cementless
fixation which allows bone to grow into or onto the implant offers great clinical and
functional potential outcomes regarding long-term survival rates. It has been implied
that once stable fixation occurs in the cementless implant, it does not deteriorate
with time (Engh et al., 1987). However, to achieve such potentials o f cementless
fixation, it is essential to gain a better understanding o f the underlying mechanisms
by which bone ingrowth phenomenon initiated by MSCs occur. Furthermore, it re
mains to be investigated whether or not the ageing o f MSCs influences this ossifica
tion process.
Tissue engineering approaches offer the potential o f avoiding long-term implan
tation o f reconstructive implants by using autologous MSCs seeded in a threedimensional (3D) scaffold and implanted into the patient. MSCs are undifferentiated
progenitor cells that can differentiate into specialised skeletal cells such as osteocytes, chondrocytes, adipocytes and tendon cells (Pittenger et al. 1999). Under the
appropriate conditions, these cells can be manipulated in vitro for the development
o f skeletal tissue for the application o f regenerative medicine. To date, the majority
o f successes in tissue engineering research have been restricted to young patients,
particularly those with degenerative diseases as a result o f sporting injuries (Gudas
et a l, 2003; Saris et a l, 2009). For this to be successful in elder age groups, for
whom tissue repair is mostly needed, the difference in mechanoresponsiveness of
MSCs induced by age-related changes at cellular level must be systematically stud
ied, as MSCs are always subjected to mechanical stimulation, either immediately
upon implantation or by in vitro mechanical conditioning in a bioreactor prior to im
plantation.
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1.2 Mechanobiology
The idea that mechanical factors can influence tissue growth seems to have been ac
cepted from the earliest times that accounts for the ancient Chinese custom o f bind
ing the feet of aristocratic girls. This produced a marked reduction in both longitudi
nal and lateral growth, as an aid to beauty and denoting social status (Golding, 1993).
It remains evident after thousands o f years' civilisation as the Padaung women o f
the Kayan people still wear neck coils from an early age to elongate their necks. The
length o f the coil is gradually increased with age and could eventually reach as long
as a surprising 40 centimetres (Guinness World Record book). It has been shown
that wearing the neck coils does not contribute to increasing the overall body height,
but rather puts an excessive load on the collarbone and ribs, forcing them to deform
(Swanson, 1960). While the true historical incentives and social impact o f such his
torical heritages are still in dispute the consequential biological changes made to the
body parts clearly depict the influences o f mechanical stimuli on biological systems.
The systematic study o f the interactions between mechanical stimuli and biologi
cal processes at molecular, cellular, tissue and organ levels is referred to as mech
anobiology. One core concept within mechanobiology is that the differentiation of
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) is modulated by external mechanical stimulation.
A number o f mechanoregulation theories have been proposed that relate the differ
entiation pathways o f MSCs to their local biomechanical environment. Researchers
were able to demonstrate the biological relevance and predictability o f these models
using computational simulations. One o f the most prevailing core theories in mech
anoregulation was proposed by Prendergast et al. (1997), that relates tissue differen
tiation to local octahedral shear strain and fluid velocity. Based on this theory, sev-
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eral researches have since focused on different aspects in extending this modelling
approach, proving it is well suited to modelling mechanoregulation at tissue level in
various applications (Lacroix and Prendergast, 2001; Checa and Prendergast, 2010;
Nagel and Kelly, 2010; Khayyeri et al., 2012). However, changes at cellular level
could not be captured using the present approaches as cells are seen as lattice points
within defined tissue boundaries without any cellular composition and structure
taken into consideration. Therefore, the author believes that mechanoregulation
theories have not been adequately corroborated and must be further developed to
capture changes occurs at sub-cellular level, in order to collaborate with basic in vi
tro experimental observations o f MSCs differentiation, for validation and calibration
purposes. Mechanoregulation would then realise its true potential in reconstructive
surgery and regenerative medicine without the immense criticisms in its existence in
the first place (Jacobs and Kelly, 2011).

1.3 Objectives of this thesis
In this study, it is aimed to demonstrate that mechanoregulation simulations can be
performed using finite element models o f single cells implemented with mech
anoregulation theories. Additionally, it is also the author's intention to show that the
cell-based mechanoregulation modelling approach developed in this work widens
the range o f mechanoregulation prediction capacity to single MSCs where no tissue
formation is necessary, e.g. substrate stretching, and most impotently, mechanoregu
lation theories can potentially be validated from basic cell experiments using the
presented approach (illustrated in Figure 1.1).
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To demonstrate the practicaHty o f the proposed cell-based mechanoregulation mod
elling approach, the influence o f MSC ageing to cell-tissue differentiation is investi
gated by applying it to two biomechanical events, the gap tissue formation in recon
structive medicine and the MSC differentiation upon substrate stretching in tissue
engineering. Specifically, it is hypothesised that MSC ageing affects cell-tissue dif
ferentiation in both events.

This leads to the objectives o f the thesis;
•

To create a finite element model o f a single cell that is capable o f capturing
the sub-cellular changes associated with MSC ageing

•

To establish mechanoregulatory boundaries on cellular components

•

To test if MSC ageing affect the tissue differentiation o f gap tissue with bio
logically relevant loading conditions

•

To test if ageing affect MSC differentiation subjected to uniaxial stretching.

If the aims o f this thesis are met, the model can be further developed and incorpo
rated into the mechanoregulation algorithm to capture sub-cellular changes. More
importantly, this modelling technique provides a possible means o f corroborating
mechanoregulation theories with basic in vitro cell experiments and potentially
could be used to calibrate well established mechanoregulation algorithms to give
reliable individual-based, and ultimately, patient-specific predictions. Mechanoregu
lation simulation, or computational mechanobiology as a whole, would then realise
its true clinical potential in the field o f biomedical engineering.
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Figure 1.1. General scheme o f the proposed approach for the validatiorj o f mechanoregulation theories with basic in vitro cell experiments (indicated by orange
downwards arrows). The inverse process (indicated in solid blue upwards arrows)
could potentially be used to calibrate well established mechanoregulation algo
rithms to perform accurate individual-specific simulations. The specific procedures
o f each step will be explained in details throughout this thesis.
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Chapter 2
2. Literature review
2.1 Purpose of this Chapter
Issues relevant to MSCs, and in particular the differentiation and ageing , are re
viewed first. Next, a survey o f computational modelling approaches for single cells
and mechanoregulation is presented as a background to the modelling methods to be
developed later. Finally, an assessment o f mechanoregulation theories and predictive
modelling approaches in the literature for mechanoregulation simulations is pre
sented, and the areas that require further development regarding mechanoregulation
simulations, particularly, the corroboration o f mechanoregulation theories are also
identified.

2.2 Mechanobiology of MSCs
2.2.1 MSCs
The presence within bone marrow o f a population o f MSCs was first suggested by
Friedenstein nearly 40 years ago (Friedenstein et al.,1966). Since then MSC have
been demonstrated in a variety o f fetal and adult tissues, including bone marrow,
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fetal blood and liver, cord blood, amniotic fluid and, in some circumstances, in adult
peripheral blood (Postacchini et al., 1995; Iwaki et al., 1997; Gerstenfeld et al.,
2003b). MSCs have generated a great deal o f excitement and promise as a potential
source o f cells for cell-based therapeutic strategies, primarily owing to their intrinsic
ability to selfrenew and differentiate into functional cell types that constitute the tis
sue in which they exist. MSCs can differentiate towards several highly different cell
phenotypes, including osteoblasts, chondrocytes and fibroblasts (Figure 2.1). These
differentiated cells begin to synthesize the extracellular matrix (ECM) o f their corre
sponding tissues. Several factors influence which lineage pathways the cell and tis
sue differentiation will take. These factors include biochemical signaling molecules
and mechanical conditions (Ashhurst, 1986; Sandberg et al., 1993).
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Figure 2.1. The mesengenic differentiation process. Multipotent MSCs derived from
bone marrow are capable o f proliferating and differentiating into different muscu
loskeletal tissue types by committing, differentiating, and maturing in a lineage spe
cific fashion. This figure is adapted from Firth and Yuan ( 2012).
MSCs are considered a readily accepted source o f stem cells because such cells
have already demonstrated efficacy in multiple types o f cellular therapeutic strate
gies, including applications in treating children with osteogenesis imperfecta, hema
topoietic recovery, and bone tissue regeneration strategies (Horwitz, et al., 2002;
Koc, et al., 2000; Petite, et al., 2000). More importantly, these cells may be directly
obtained from individual patients, thereby eliminating the complications associated
with immune rejection o f allogeneic tissue.

2.2.2 Mechanobiology of MSCs
Human beings experience diverse mechanical forces from a wide variety o f sources.
Gravity, tension, compression, fluid shear stress, and hydrostatic pressure are just a
few examples o f the forces that constantly act on cells within organs and tissues
(Davies et al., 1995; Grodzinsky et al., 2000; Kakisis et al., 2004; Lehoux et al.,
2006; Silver et al., 2003; Wang, 2006). Besides these external mechanical forces,
cells also generate their own mechanical forces, known as cell traction forces (CTFs).
Cells use CTFs to migrate, maintain their shape, and generate mechanical signals.
Different types of cells in the body are subjected to various levels o f mechanical
forces. All types of cells that are subjected to large mechanical forces, or loads, and
are referred to as mechano-responsive cells. Cellular responses to loads depend on
loading conditions; they also depend on cell type, cell source, developmental stage.
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and cell microenvironment, such as surrounding matrix proteins as well as soluble
factors (Frangos, 1993; Grinnell, 2003; Vandenburgh, 1992). Cells use multiple
sensing mechanisms to detect mechanical loads and transduce them into intracellular
signals that lead to modulation o f many vital cellular functions, such as proliferation,
differentiation, migration, adhesion, apoptosis, and gene and protein expression
(Bartling et al., 2000; Chien et al., 2005; Geiger and Bershadsky, 2002; Hsieh and
Nguyen, 2005; Pradhan and Sumpio, 2004; Sarasa-Renedo and Chiquet, 2005;
Wang et al., 2007). In addition, intracellular tensile forces resulting from cytoskeletal reorganization play an equally important role in regulating cell function (M at
thews, et al., 2006; Ruiz and Chen, 2008). The ability o f cells to respond to mechan
ical cues is governed by mechanosensitive receptors or structures that sense and
convert mechanical signals into biochemical signaling events, a process known as
mechanotransduction which have been under intensive investigation for the past two
decades. Highly coordinated extensive cellular components including the cytoskeleton (CSK), adhesion complexes, and ion channels have been implicated as the pre
dominant mediators of mechanotransduction (Burridge and Chrzanowska-Wodnicka,
1996; Ingber, 1991; Sadoshima and Izumo, 1997).
Mechanobiology is defined as the study o f mechanisms by which cells detect and
respond to mechanical stimuli. It aims to determine how loads are transferred to the
tissues, how the cells sense these loads, and how the signals are translated into the
cascade o f biochemical reactions that stimulate cell expression and cell- or tissue
differentiation (van der Meulen and Huiskes, 2002). The mechanical forces imposed
on the growing and differentiating fetal tissues play an increasingly critical role in
the developmental process, effectively guiding the development o f the functional
organism. Mechanobiology contributes first to the understanding o f the hierarchical
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mechanical properties at the tissue, cellular and subcellular levels and the inter
relationship between these properties. Moreover, mechanobiology reveals funda
mental processes associated with development, normal physiology and pathology,
through elucidation of mechanotransduction pathways, by which mechanical pertur
bation is transduced into a biological response. Furthermore, it is fundamental to tis
sue cell-based regenerative strategies, particularly for load-bearing tissues.
Computational mechanobiology attempts to determine the quantitative rules that
govern the effects o f mechanical loading on tissue differentiation, growth, adapta
tion and maintenance by trial-and-error. From a mechanics point o f view, the task is
considered a ‘boundary value problem’, whereby the boundary loads o f a domain are
translated into local mechanical variables within the domain, depending on the ge
ometry and mechanical properties o f its materials. Such problems are usually solved
with finite element analysis (FEA). Modeling considerations include force applica
tion at the boundary, force transmission through the tissue matrix, mechanosensation
and transduction by cells, cell gene expression, and transformation o f ECM charac
teristics. All these parts are combined in a computer simulation model. These pro
cesses must be represented by variables, parameters and mathematical relationships.
Some o f these are known, or can be measured, whereas others have to be estimated
(van der Meulen and Huiskes, 2002).

2.2.3 MSC ageing
Ageing o f adult stem cells may contribute to the fact that body's regenerative poten
tial decreases with age, since age markers have been found in MSCs, including m or
phology, proliferation, division and differentiation (Sethe et al, 2006). While there is
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no solid evidence suggesting that adult stem cells undergo functional and molecular
changes with age in vivo (Wagner et a i, 2009), intrinsic alterations occurring in
MSCs with ageing, including reduced differentiation potential, increased oxidative
damage and an altered response to mechanical stimulation, have been revealed by a
number of in vitro studies (Mueller and Glowacki, 2001; Zheng et a i, 2007; Zhou et
al., 2008; Stolzing and Scutt, 2006). There are also reports showing that MSCs from
aged donors display typical biomarkers of ageing. For example, a quantitative study
(McKayed el a i, 2010) revealed that there is a decrease of approximately 35% in the
expression of actin and integrin alpha, and an increase of 50% in lipid peroxidation
in MSCs from aged rats. Typically, in an aged cell membrane, the accumulation of
lipid oxidation products in the cell membrane and growth of the domains with
polysaturated fatty acids and cholesterol with age leads to an increase in average
stiffness and viscosity of the lipid bilayer (Morris et a!., 2004; Staroddubtseva,
2011). Recently, Hale et al. (2011) has demonstrated that the amount of lipid per
oxidation products found in cell membrane is approximately proportional to the
membrane elasticity. Literature also suggest that as much as a 450% increase in
membrane stiffness is possible when doubling the amount of lipid peroxidation
products (Ajmani et al., 2000).
These pieces of evidence indicate that MSC ageing induces structural changes to
cellular components, leading alterations in the mechanics inside a cell. This in turn
could affect the biophysical stimuli under loading conditions, and potentially influ
ence the differentiation of MSCs.

2.3 Cell modelling
12
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Cell modelling is an interesting, though challenging topic. There is no such a single
correct model in the field o f cell modelling. Rather, the simplest model that captures
the phenomenological aspects o f cell mechanics under the investigated circumstance,
without conflicting the biological order, is considered a good model. In general,
there are three main approaches in modelling a single cell.

2.3.1 Continuum approach
A cell was considered as a homogenous continuum structure that was capable of
displaying the distribution o f stress and strain from early studies o f cell mechanics.
The Newtonian liquid drop model developed by Evens and Yeung (1989) was used
to simulate blood cells. The model was defined as a viscous fluid surrounded by a
cortical membrane, without a presence o f any other cellular component. A cell
model o f similar structure, but with the addition o f nuclear membrane, was devel
oped by Dong et al. (1991) to explain the experimental observations o f micropipette
aspiration. Kamm et al. (2000) developed a biomechanical model for the investiga
tion o f the effects of pressure applied to the apical surface o f an adherent epithelial
cell. The model consists o f a membrane, nucleus, the cytoplasm. More recently,
Slomka and Gefen (2010) developed a continuum cell model to demonstrate the dif
ference between global stretching magnitudes and local membrane strain o f
myoblasts resided on a substrate. Cytoskeletal fibres were introduced in the cell
model to capture the direct stimulation on cell nucleus in response to external stim
uli, as observed experimentally. Aiming to indentify the role o f different cellular
components under external mechanical stimulation, Bareto et al. (2013) created a 3D
continuum cell model with an addition o f prestressed actin bundles and microtubules
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(MTs), modelled by discrete star-shaped fibres initiated at the centrosome, spreading
to the cortex.
While the continuum approach suits for describing whole-cell deformations, a
shortcoming o f the approach is that the role o f individual cytoskeletal components
(such as MTs, actin filaments (AFs) and intermediate filaments (IFs)) in maintaining
cell structure and stiffness under external mechanical forces is not accounted for.
Also, it does not capture the changes induced by MSC ageing and therefore could
not be used in this study.

2.3.2 Tensegrity approach
Recognising the role o f CSK in cell mechanic in providing structural stability and
transmitting chemical signals and mechanical loads from the ECM, several attempts
have been made to explicitly address the importance o f the CSK with the most suc
cessful one being the tensegrity approach (Ingber, 1993). A tensegrity structure is a
structural entity that is capable of self-stabilising through the internal arrangement o f
tensional and compressive elements. The structural stability is maintained by a
prestress created in the tensional elements, without which the structure would lose
the stabilising ability. Introduced by the modem architect Buckminster Fuller in the
1960s as a portmanteau of "tensional integrity", and later widely used by the con
temporary sculptor and photographer Kenneth Snelson, defined as "The Architecture
o f Life" by Donald E. Ingber, Tensegrity is a discrete structural cell model that has
gained a certain traction in the literature due to the close resemblance o f its predic
tions to various experimental observations (see Figure 2.2) (Ingber, 1997, 2003).
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(D)

Figure 2.2. Tensegrity structures consist o f tensional cables and compressive struts
(A).

They have been widely used in architectural building blocks (B) since their

recognition by the modern and futurist architect R. Buckminster Fuller. Tensegrity
structures exist within biological systems in various forms, involving unique ar
rangements o f skeleton and muscles connected by ligaments and tendons, (C) and
were introduced into cell mechanics by Donald E. Ingber and utilised to model the
CSK o f a cell (D). This figure was adapted from The Ingber Lab.
In modelling the behaviours o f an adherent cell, it was proposed that the AFs play
the role o f the tensional elements, while MTs can represent the compress bearing
rods (Ingber, 1997). The tensegrity model had been extensively used to investigate
cellular deformability as a mean to represent the various structural elements o f the
CSK and its adhesion to the ECM. Researchers have demonstrated that the tenseg
rity model can replicate a number o f behaviours observed in living adherent cells
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under external mechanical stimulation, that support the concept o f the utilisation of
tensegrity structures in cell mechanics. It was found that stiffness o f cells increases
directly proportional with increasing contractile stress (Stamenovic and Coughlin,
1999; Wendling et al., 1999; Hu et al., 2003). Pulling and pushing with an integrin
coated micropipette showed the coordinated deformation o f the CSK and the nu
cleus, indicating connectivity o f cytoskeletal filaments from the cell surface to the
nucleus (Maniotis et al., 1997). MTs can carry large compressive loads (Brangwynne et al., 2006) that balance a substantial portion o f the cytoskeletal prestress,
together with IFs, the key players in cell-cell interactions, are important contributors
to cell contractility under application o f large forces and facilitate the transfer of
loads between the cell surface and the nucleus (Wang et al., 2001). Other key ex
perimental observations that support tensegrity modelling approach in cell mechan
ics include observations o f the ‘action at a distance’ phenomenon, whereby cell
probing causes movement o f cytoskeletal components away from the site o f manipu
lation as reported by Ingber et al. (2000).
Despite all these pieces o f experimental evidence that supports the existence of
tensegrity modelling approach in cell mechanics, tensegrity does not take into ac
count the continuum components that are equally important to the mechanics o f a
cell, for example, the membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus that are influential to the
cells mechanical behaviour. This also eliminates the use o f this approach in investi
gating the effect o f cell ageing, since no age-related changes could be captured by
using this modelling approach alone.

2.3.3 Hybrid approach
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First introduced by McGarry and Prendergast (2004) the hybrid continuumtensegrity approach combines the features o f the two approaches, with CSK mod
elled by a 6-strut tensegrity structure and the rest o f cellular components modelled
as continuum. It was used to simulate the effects o f each cellular components on the
overall cell stiffness. This model incorporates the cellular components considered
structurally significant: the cytoplasm, nucleus and membrane, with MTs and AFs
modelled as a tensegrity structure (Figure 2.3 (A)). The simulation results showed
that indentation location influenced the predicted cell stiffness. The model was also
sufficient enough in complexity to capture the non-linear structural behaviours, such
as cell stiffening and effects o f prestress. Parametric studies revealed that material
properties of the cytoplasm and nucleus were the most influential continuum com
ponents to the overall cellular stiffness (McGarry & Prendergast, 2004). This model
was ftxrther developed to make qualitative and quantitative predictions o f the differ
ences in cellular deformation caused by fluid shear stress and substrate strain at
magnitudes commonly applied in vitro (McGarry et al., 2005a), and for cellsubstrate contact during cyclic substrate deformation (McGarry et al., 2005b). More
recently, a similar approach was used by De Santis et al. (2011), with an improve
ment o f implementing a 12-strut tensegrity structure representing the CSK, to dem
onstrate that adherent cells can sense the stiffness o f substrates (Figure 2.3 (B)).
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(A)

Figure 2.3. FE models based on the hybrid approach. (A) FE models o f McGarry
and Prendergast (2004), including discrete elements fo r MTs (red) and AFs (light
blue), and continuum components, including the nucleus, cytoplasm and cell mem
brane. (B) FE model o f De Santis et al. (2011), including MTs (blue), AFs (red) and
continuum components (green).
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2.4 Mechanoregulation
2.4.1 Mechanoregulation theories
Mechanical forces that originate externally from the environment influence many
aspects o f human health and disease (Banes et al., 1990). In fact, it is the cells in
tissues that are responsible for this remodeling in response to mechanical forces.
Conversely, abnormal mechanical loading conditions alter cellular function and
change the structure and composition o f the ECM, eventually leading to tissue or
organ pathologies (Ross 1986; Chicurel et al. 1998; Riley et al. 2002; Ingber 2003;
Lammerding et al. 2004). Although it is clear that cell response to mechanical
stimulations is closely related to tissue physiology and pathology, it remains unclear
how the cells sense mechanical stimuli and convert such “mechanical signals” into
biological responses. This is further complicated by the fact that cells are highly d y 
namic and their complex structure changes in response to mechanical forces.
One o f the first theories for tissue differentiation was proposed by Pauwels (1960)
whose hypothesis revealed that bone could only form after the soft tissue stabilized
the mechanical environment sufficiently to reduce the magnitude o f these two stimu
li. He later (1980) postulated the idea that the differentiation pathway is regulated by
the mechanical stress and strain invariants o f hydrostatic (dilatational) stress and oc
tahedral shear (distortional) stress through the observation o f differentiation pattern
and mechanical loading in the fracture callus. The conclusion o f his finding can be
schematically illustrated in Figure 2.4 which suggests high hydrostatic stress favors
the development o f cartilage, while the fibrous tissue is the product o f high shear.
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The interfragmentary strain theory proposed by Perren and Cordey (1979) in a
simpler way, as tissue type was determined by its ability not to rupture under the lo
cal strain induced by the interfragmentary displacement. Their main idea was that a
tissue that ruptures or fails at a certain strain level cannot be formed in a region ex
periencing strains greater than this (Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5 Perren and Gordey’s ideas were based on how much elongation each
tissue type can tolerate. This figure is created based on Perren and Cordey (1980).
Carter et al. (1988, 1998) expanded on this idea and used hydrostatic stress and
maximum principle strain as regulators, with quantitative boundaries o f the
mechanoregulation scheme (Figure 2.6). When the tissue is subjected to high tensile
strains fibrous matrix is produced. Production o f cartilaginous matrix is predicted to
occur under high pressure, i.e. to the left o f the pressure line, since this tissue can
support and resist hydrostatic pressure. When the hydrostatic pressure is very low,
i.e. to the right o f this line, formation o f bone occurs. No quantitative limits were set
for when the various tissues were to form.

Principal tensile strain

Fibrocartilage

Cartilage

Bone
Hydrostatic stress

com pressive <— 0

tensile

Figure 2.6. Mechanobiological model as proposed by Carter et al., (1998). Two
lines separate the different predicted tissue types, one line based on tensile strain
and one line based on hydrostatic pressure. This figure is created based on Carter et
al. (1998)
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Claes and Heigele (1999) put forth mechanoregulation theories based on hydro
static stress and tensile strain. They presented the first model that quantified the
thresholds (Figure 2.7) o f various tissue formation in terms o f local stress and strain
by comparing the experimental data from animal histology and finite element analy
sis, which simulated fracture callus as a hyperelastic material. Their hypothesis sug
gests that intramembranous bone formation occurs as strains smaller than approxi
mately 5% and hydrostatic pressure smaller than • O.lSMPa. Compressive pressure
that is greater than -15MPa and strains smaller than • 15% stimulates endochondral
ossification. All other conditions lead to the development o f fibrous tissue or fibrocartilage.
Principal strain [%]
Connective tissue
or
fibrocartilage

Cartilage
-

0.15

Bone

0.15

itramembraioiii
ossification
Endochondral
ossification

Hydrc static
press ure [MPa]

Figure 2.7. A schematic representation o f Claes and Heigele’s hypothesis o f the
mechanoregulatory tissue differentiation. Modified by Isaksson (2007) form Claes
and Heigele (1998).
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For axial loading o f a transverse osteotomy, these latter three theories predicted
very similar patterns o f tissue formation, and these patterns that were in general
agreement with histological observations (Carter et al. 1998;

Isaksson et al.

2006b; Lacroix and Prendergast 2002a).
Prendergast et al. (1997) proposed that combinations o f interstitial fluid velocity
and octahedral shear strain govern the course o f tissue differentiation where high
magnitudes o f either favors fibrous tissue, and only when both stimuli are low
enough, can ossification occur. High level o f this stimulus is associated with the fi
broblast differentiation, intermediate stimulus is in favor o f chondrocyte differentia
tion and low stimulus promotes the osteoblast differentiation as shown in Figure 2.8.
This model accurately predicted tissue differentiation at implant/bone interfaces
(Huiskes et al., 1997; Prendergast et al., 1997) and was further developed and
adapted to simulate tissue differentiation during fracture healing (Lacroix and Pren
dergast, 2002a; Lacroix et al., 2002). Mechanoregulation theories are already being
applied to the design o f tissue engineering scaffolds (Byrne et al. 2007; Kelly and
Prendergast 2006; Lacroix et al. 2006).
These mechanoregulation proposals (Carter et al., 1998; Claes and Heigele, 1999;
Lacroix and Prendergast, 2002a), although different in theory, were consistent with
the actual tissues formed during fracture healing. A subsequent study that investi
gated torsional loading o f a transverse osteotomy indicated that the Prendergast the
ory yielded much more accurate predictions than those resulting from theories based
on hydrostatic stress and tensile strain or on shear strain alone (Isaksson et al.
2006a). The Prendergast theory has also been applied to distraction osteogenesis,
healing o f an osteochondral defect, and healing at a bone-implant interface (Isaksson
et al. 2007; Kelly and Prendergast 2005;Prendergast et al. 1997). Further, in com-
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paring these three theories, Isaksson et al. (2006b) demonstrated that an algorithm
based solely on shear strain resulted in predictions very similar to those o f the Prendergast theory. The algorithms o f Carter and Claes both predicted changes in tissue
phenotype at specific time points, but their simulations were not continued over the
complete healing period.

fluid/*®"**

Figure 2.8. A schematic representation o f Prendergast’s hypothesis o f the
mechanoregulatory tissue differentiation (Prendergast et al. 1997).

2.4.2 Mechanoregulation models
Many biological processes are so complex that physical experimentation is either
too time consuming, too expensive, or impossible. As a result, in mechanobiology,
these computational models have been developed and used together with in vivo and
in vitro experiments to quantitatively determine the rules that govern the effects of
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mechanical loading on cells and tissue differentiation, growth, and adaptation and
maintenance o f bone (Isaksson, 2007). It has gone from single phase linear elastic
models which were evaluated at only one time point (Carter et al., 1988; 1998) via
hyperelastic (Claes and Heigele, 1999) to poroelastic material descriptions imple
mented in models that adapt tissue distributions over time (Huiskes et al., 1997;
Prendergast et al., 1997). Over the last couple o f years, the focus has shifted from
pure mechanical analyses, towards implementing more mechanobiological aspects,
initially only including stem cell concentrations (Lacroix and Prendergast, 2002a),
as well as solely biological models (Bailon- Plaza and van der Meulen, 2001) in
cluding effects o f growth factors and directed cell movement.
One complexity that is central to biomechanical systems is their ability to alter
their structure through growth and differentiation. In skeletal tissue differentiation,
for example, the differentiation o f MSCs is mechanoregulated, producing a complex
link between mechanics and tissue adaptation. This complexity led to the explicit
inclusion o f cell activity in mechanobiology, where cell behaviours such as prolifer
ation, differentiation and migration were modelled with differential equations
(Lacroix et al., 2002; Bailon-Plaza and van der Meulen 2003; Lally and Prendergast
2004). The hierarchical structure of biomechanical systems permits modelling at
various length scales; from the tissue level, through the cell level to the molecular
level. At the level o f the cell, we can postulate that mechanics affects the behaviour
of cells, i.e. by regulating differentiation, apoptosis, proliferation, etc. One major
benefit o f this approach is that much o f experimental biology is focused on this level
(Prendergast e/ al., 2009;C hecae/ al., 2010). More recent developments on the
modelling approach have incorporated other parameters that may interact with the
mechanical stimuli to direct differentiation, most notably alterations in the oxygen
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environment and associated angiogenesis (Checa and Prendergast, 2009). This m od
el also incorporates cell migration, proliferation and apoptosis and has been further
developed to incorporate physiological variation in cellular parameters to predict
animal to animal variation in differentiation reported in vivo within a defined bone
chamber model subjected to mechanical loading (Khayyeri et al., 2009).
The lattice-based approach has been used in a wide variety o f mechanobiological
models. Lattice models are commonly combined with finite element analysis where
the calculated stress and strain analysis is mapped on the lattice domain, in which
cell activities are modelled. The random walk approach was first introduced in the
lattice model by Perez and Prendergast (2007) for cell proliferation and migration in
a simulation o f tissue differentiation. In their model, the migration and proliferation
o f MSCs were simulated in a lattice. Finite element analysis was performed at regu
lar intervals to determine the mechanical stimuli o f fluid flow and shear stress,
which regulated the differentiation o f these cells into osteoblasts, chondrocytes or
fibroblasts, following the mechanoregulation theory proposed by Prendergast et al.
(1997). These differentiated cells produced their characteristic tissues, altering the
mechanical properties o f the tissue, and hence the stimulus. Since then, the lattice
model has been applied to various studies, including bone scaffolds (Byrne et al.,
2007), fracture healing (Byrne, 2008), tissue differentiation in a bone chamber
(Khayyeri et al., 2009), and tissue differentiation with angiogenesis (Checa and
Prendergast, 2010).

2.4.3 Corroboration of mechanoregulation theories
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The corroboration o f mechanoregulation theories would enables simulations to pre
dict the mechanobiological response o f an experiment, allowing researchers to test
the hypotheses that are interesting on their own and provide better theoretical under
standing about the process. The goal o f computational mechanobiology, at the cur
rently stage, is to develop a well established computational model for mechanoregulated tissue differentiation that has been robustly corroborated with experiments. In
order to achieve this goal, the theories that govern the process o f mechanoregulated
tissue differentiation must be validated with experiments, such that both qualitative
and quantitative predictions, corresponding to experimental observations, can be
made with confidence. Towards this direction, many attempts have been made to
correlate mechanoregulation theories with experimental observations.
There are certain requirements for the corroboration o f mechanoregulation theo
ries. First o f all, the theory itself has to have specifically defined boundaries for each
tissue differentiation in order to be experimentally validated. Regarding this aspect,
some early mechanoregulation theories , for example, Pauwels (1960) and Carter et
al. (1988), are not corroborable experimentally and therefore cannot be validated
due to their pure phenomenological nature (Prendergast, 2001).
Due to the nature o f the mechanism o f this corroboration process, a partial, or
qualitative corroboration is possible as suggested by Isaksson et al. (2006) when
comparing the experimental observations o f fracture healing with simulation results
using a mechanoregulation theory (Prendergast et al., 1997). It was also suggested
that a partially corroborated mechanoregulation theory could be used to predict cer
tain features o f the experimental outcomes.
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In the same study (Issksson et al., 2006), the mechanoregulation theories proposed
by Carter et al. (1988), Claes and Heigele (1999) and Prendergast et al. (1997) were
investigated in an identical computer simulation o f fracture healing and compared
with an in vivo study (Isaksson et al., 2006a). The results revealed that while all
three theories were able to predict tissue differentiation during axial loading, only
the mechanoregulation model o f Prendergast et al. (1997) was able to predict full
bridging during torsional rotation as observed in histology. The author believes that
w'hile these comparison studies can identify the best performer among a group for a
given application, better approaches are needed for comprehensively corroborating
mechanoregulation theories.

2.5 Conclusions
Evidence from the above literature suggests that the cell-tissue differentiation poten
tials o f MSCs could be altered b ageing. A predictive computational modelling ap
proach could give an insight into the effects o f MSC ageing on tissue differentiation.
However, the current modelling approaches, for example, the lattice model, could
not capture these age-related changes that occur on cellular components. Moreover,
while the current finite element models o f single cells could predict various m e
chanical behaviours observed experimentally, a cell model that is capable o f captur
ing MSC ageing has not been developed. Therefore, there is an emergence in the
needs o f developing a predictive computational model that could capture the subcellular changes associated with MSC ageing.
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It is also evident in the literature that the approaches used for corroborating
mechanoregulation theories are not well established and solely based on experimen
tal observations at tissue level. Hence, the author believes there is a necessity o f d e 
veloping a cell-based mechanoregulation model with an increased predicting capac
ity to sub-cellular level. Such a modelling approach could potentially be used to cor
relate mechanoregulation theories with basic cell experiments, therefore diminishing
the criticisms about the validation o f mechanoregulation theories and promoting the
development o f computational mechanobiology in the future.
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Chapter 3
3. Methods
3.1 Overview of methodologies
In this chapter the approaches taken in investigating whether or not donor age affects
MSC differentiation under mechanical stimulations are introduced. Computational
methodologies are devised to explore four facets o f this primary research question: (i)
The effects o f ageing on mechanical stimuli within cells - for this purpose a compu
tational model o f an novel adherent cell that is capable o f capturing the age-related
changes discovered in our laboratory is created, as described in Section 3.2. It is in
tended that upon corroboration o f the model it will be justifiable to utilise the model
to further explore the influence o f MSC ageing on cell-tissue differentiation under
biophysical stimulation, (ii) Attempting to discover the possibility o f performing
mechanoregulation simulations using whole cell models - for this purpose a mechanoregulation theory is used and the mechanoregulatory boundaries are converted to
a cellular component from a tissue level, so that structural and material changes oc
cur at cellular level can be captured, as described in Section 3.3. It is also intended to
demonstrate that the cell-based mechanoregulation modelling approach developed in
this thesis increases the predicting capacity to single MSCs where no tissue forma-
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tion is necessary, e.g. substrate stretching o f MSCs. Interestingly, the proposed
modelling approach can potentially be used to corroborate mechanoregulation theo
ries with basic in vitro cell experiments, (iii) An investigation o f gap tissue forma
tion in the event o f post-surgical implant integration for patients with total hip re
placement with cementless fixation, in particular the consequences of MSC ageing
in cell-tissue differentiation is investigated using the proposed cell-based mech
anoregulation modelling approach - this is achieved by simulating the gap tissue
between a hip implant and the surrounding bone cavities under stimulation within
biophysical ranges, as described in Section 3.4. (iv) An investigation o f MSCs dif
ferentiation loaded with substrate stretching for the application o f tissue engineering,
in particular the effects of ageing on MSC differentiation under various uniaxial
loading conditions - this is achieved by simulating cells stretched on a substrate,
from which a biophysical stimulus is compared with the mechanoregulation index,
as described in Section 3.5.

3.2 The effects of MSC ageing on mechanical stimuli
within cells
3.2.1 General description of the problem
The mechanisms by which extracellular mechanical stimulation affects the differen
tiation o f cells and uhimately cell fate is not yet well understood, despite its impor
tance for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine (Ingber, 2008; Wang et al.,
2009). In particular, the role o f MSC ageing on the mechanoregulation o f cell-tissue
differentiation is a subject that has not yet been given very much consideration. The
aim o f this study is to create a finite element model o f a single cell for the investiga31
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tion o f the role o f MSC ageing in cell-tissue differentiation. The objective is to per
form AFM indentation simulations and compare the results with previous published
experimental data for validation purposes. It is also the author's intention to find out
how age-related changes affect biophysical stimuli inside a cell under AFM indenta
tion loading environments. Specifically, it is hypothesised that changes in both
membrane stiffness and CSK density have influence on biophysical stimuli inside a
cell.

3.2.2 Cell geometry
The shape o f the cell model was determined from experimental observations (Frisch
and Thoumine, 2002). The size o f the cell model, including the proportion o f nu
cleus, was based on confocal images o f MSCs taken in our laboratory (Maguire et
al., 2007). The CSK-NSK structure was modelled as follows: MTs modelled as
struts, AFs modelled as cables and IFs were combined in the CSK as part o f a pre
stressed tensegrity structure. Each tensegrity structure consists o f six compressionbearing struts (two in each orthogonal direction) and twenty-four tensional cables
representing the aggregate behaviour o f MTs and AF bundles, respectively. Twelve
common nodes were created at each end o f the struts where four cables are con
nected, representing receptor sites where actin bundles cluster at adhesion com
plexes in adherent cells. To fit into a spread cell, the tensegrity structures that are
derived from rounded configuration used by McGarry and Prendergast (2004) were
incorporated. To mimic the complexity o f the CSK three tensegrity structures were
used (Figure 3.1 (A)). Three tensegrities were also used for the NSK, with struts rep
resenting nuclear lamina and chromatin modelled as cables (Figure 3.1 (B)). The
nodes, where NSK contacts the nuclear surface, represent nuclear receptors spanning
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across the nuclear envelope that can receive mechanical signals from the CSK. Each
nuclear receptor is connected to the corresponding cell receptor pointing in the same
direction (Figure 3.1 (C)). These direct connections in the model represent the IFs.
The cell model was developed using the finite element code ABAQUS/Standard
version 6.8-1 (SIMULIA, RI, USA).

IhS « lioH n in {trcrn

Figure 3.1. (A) The formation o f the CSK network. It is form ed by 3 sets o f 6-strut
flattened tensegrity structures, with the identical second and third set rotated along
y-axis by 40 and 80 degrees clockwise, respectively, with struts (red lines) repre
senting MTs and cables (blue dotted lines) representing actin bundles. (B) The fo r 
mation o f the NSK network. The same method shown in applies to 3 sets o f roundconfiguration tensegrity structures, with nuclear lamina and chromatin modelled by
struts and cables, respectively. (C) NSK is then placed at the centre o f the CSK and
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the two structures are connected by direct linkages representing IFs (shown in green
lines).
Cytoplasm and nucleus were meshed with 4-node tetrahedral elements. Cell
membrane and nuclear envelope were meshed with 3-node shell elements. A “ no
slip” interaction condition was assumed at all nucleus-cytoplasm and cytoplasm membrane interfaces (by employing the “ tie” constraint in ABAQUS). Beam ele
ments were used for struts and tension-only connecter elements were assigned to all
the cables. A prestress that is equivalent to 2% o f prestrain, used by previous studies
(McGarry and Prendergast, 2004; De Santis et al., 2011), was assigned to all the ca
bles that constitute tensegrity structures by giving a reference length to each o f the
connectors. A frictionless hard contact was used between the indenter surface and
the cell membrane. Augmented Lagrange method was selected to model the contact
by monitoring the gaps between pairs o f nodes between the two surfaces.

3.2.3 Material modelling
Material properties for each o f the cellular components are not known precisely for
MSCs and can only be estimated from various sources. Viscoelastic properties were
assigned to the cytoplasm, nucleus and membrane to incorporate time-dependent
response to biophysical stimulation. A standard linear solid model, that consists o f a
spring k\ paralleled with a series o f another spring kj and a dashpot rj (see Figure
3.2), was used to characterise the viscoelastic behaviour. The time-dependent stressstrain relation was described as:
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dt

~

dt

+ — o -(0 --^ ^ (0 ]
T!
rj

Equation 3.1

Where kj and k 2 are the spring constants, r\ is the viscosity o f the dashpot, and o(t)
and E(t) are the stress and strain at time t, respectively.

k,
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Figure 3.2. Schem atic representation o f the stan dard linear s o lid m odel taht w as
used to characterise the viscoelastic behaviours o f the cytoplasm a n d nucleus. It
consists o f a sprin g hi p a r a lle le d with a series o f another sprin g k 2 a n d a dashpot rj.
The shear m odulus G (t), and the bulk modulus K(t), at time t, are given as
t

G it) = G i o o ) { \ - g ' \ l - e ~ ' ^ ) ) / ( \ - g ' ’)

Equation 3.1

J
K { t) = K { o o ) { \ - k \ \ - e ~ ^ ) ) l { \ - k ' ' )

Equation 3.2

where the parameters
stants, and G ( ^ ) and

I f and the relaxation time r, are viscoelastic material con 
are the equilibrium shear and bulk m oduli, respectively.

Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 present the specific material properties for each cellular
com ponent from a young donor used in this study.

_____________________ k| (Pa)

k2 (Pa)

rj (kPa.s)

Piosson's ratio

Cytoplasm*’^___________ 50________ 1_00__________ 5______________0.37________
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N ucleus'’^

200

400

10

0.37

Membrane^’

720

280

25

0.3

'sh in and Athanasiou, 2001; ^Guilak et al. 2000;^Waugh and Agre 1988; ‘^Kamm et
al. 2000.
Table 3.1. Viscoelastic properties o f cellular components.
Elastic
modulus (Pa)

Poisson's
ratio

Diameter
(nm)

1.2x10^

0.3

12

AF bundles^

0.34x10^

0.3

250

Ifs^

7.6x10^

0.3

10

Lamina"*

1.4x10^

0.3

10

Chromatin^

244x10^

0.3

1.2

MTs'

'Gittes et al. 1993, ^Deguchi et al. 2005, ^Bertaud et al. 2010, '*Dahl et al. 2004,
^Smith e /a /. 1996.
Table 3.2. Elastic and geometric properties o f CSK-NSK components.

3.2.4 Modelling of age-related changes of MSCs
Age-related changes regarding lipid peroxidation and expression o f actin and integrin subunits found by McKayed et al. (2010) were interpreted and modelled by
the following methods.
(1)

In aged cells, both elastic modulus and apparent viscosity o f the cell mem
brane were doubled (x2) relative to young cells to capture the effect o f lipid
peroxidation, by assuming a proportional relationship between membrane
stiffness and the amount o f lipid peroxidation products (Hale et al., 2011).
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To identify the effects o f membrane stiffness, a parametric study with wider
range, from 0.1 time (xO.l) to 10 times (xlO) o f the original young cells, was
carried out.
(2) The reduced amount o f actin bundles and integrin receptors in aged cells was
modelled by structural differences in CSK-NSK formation in the cell models.
Specifically, two sets o f CSK-NSK tensegrity combinations were used for
the aged cells whereas three sets were used for the young cells. This results
in a 33.3% decrease in CSK-NSK density and a 33.3% decrease in the num
ber o f focal adhesions for the aged cells, as a mechanical modelling interpre
tation regarding the 35% reduction in the expression o f actin and integrin al
pha found experimentally by McKayed et al. (2010), respectively.

3.2.5 Loading conditions
A rigid conical indenter with a contact angle o f 141 degrees was used to indent the
cell model. A 3nN indenting force was applied to the indenter during each simula
tion in a force-control manner and the displacement at the indenter tip was computed
with each increment. Simulations were carried out at two indenting positions on the
cell membrane: at one o f the receptor sites where the CSK contacts with cell mem
brane, and at the apex of the cell where is most distant from a receptor site (see Fig
ure 3.3). The stiffness o f the cell model was calculated using a Hertz formula that
relates the indenting force and indentation depth, which is expressed as
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F = -------------

7t\2ma{\-v )

— d^

Equation 3.3

where E is the stiffness o f the cell, F is the reaction force at the indenter tip, or is a
half o f opening angle o f the indenter tip, v is Poisson’s ratio and S is indentation
depth.

A receptor site

Figure 3.3. AF M indentation simulations were perform ed at two positions on the
cell membrane: the apex and one o f the receptor sites.

3.3 Mechanoregulation modelling using whole cell
models
3.3.1 General background of the problem
Theoretical models o f mechanoregulation has long been established and evolved
over the past decades. Despite being able to predict the observed patterns in corre
sponding time course of tissue differentiation, these models only took account the
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biophysical stimuli at tissue level, without considering any sub-cellular stimulus. In
reality, cellular activities are believed to initiate the driving force in tissue differen
tiation as cells synthesise the appropriate ECM leading to tissue formation. To fully
investigate the influence of these changes a predictive computational model that is
capable o f capturing the alterations occur at cellular components is needed. The aim
of this study is to demonstrate that mechanoregulation for tissue differentiation can
be simulated using finite element models o f single cells with mechanoregulation
theories implemented. It is also the author's intention to demonstrate that such a
modelling approach could potentially be used to corroborate mechanoregulation
theories with basic cell experiments.

3.3.2 Finite element model of single cells
A hybrid modelling approach as described in Section 3.2 was adopted to model the
cells in this study. The shape of the cell models was idealised as a perfect sphere,
with a volume that is identical to the cell models used in previous studies (McGarry
and Prendergast, 2004, 2005). The CSK-NSK structure was modelled using multiple
sets o f regularised tensegrity structures. Each tensegrity structure consists o f six
compression-bearing struts (two in each orthogonal direction) with the same geome
try and twenty-four identical tensional cables representing the aggregate behaviour
of MTs and AF bundles, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.4 (A).

3.3.3 Establishment of mechanoregulatory boundaries on cellu
lar components
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The governing stimuli for cell-tissue differentiation used in this study was developed
based on the algorithm formulated by Prendergast et al. (1997), who described a
mechanoregulatory stimulus S as

S = l 2£L + ^ Equation 3.4
a
b

where

is the octahedral shear strain, u is the fluid velocity. The values o f the

scaling constants were a = 0.0375 and b = 3|im (Huiskes et al., 1997). This mech
anoregulatory stimulus S has a controlling influence on tissue differentiation as fol
lows: high levels o f stimuli ( ^ 3 ) promote fibrous tissue formation; low levels o f
stimuli (S'^l) favour bone formation; and cartilage is formed for intermediate levels
o f stimuli (1<5'<3). The intervals for S were established in Huiskes et al. (1997) and
later extended to include a bone resorption region where very low level o f stimuli
(5'<0.011) are present (Lacroix and Prendergast, 2002a).
To establish the mechanoregulation boundaries on cellular components the fluid
flow was ignored in Equation 3.4 and the octahedral shear strain was converted to an
equivalent plain shear strain that applies on the top surface o f the block containing a
cell at the centre (Figure 3.4 (B)). With fluid flow ignored, the mechanoregulatory
stimulus S was reduced to

S =^

a

Equation 3.5
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or,
/ocY = iS •a Equation 3.6
Then the boundaries for tissue differentiation were calculated with each value o f S
and converted to an equivalent plain shear strain by

Equation 3.7

where Ex, £y and

are the normal strain components and /xy, /xz and /yz are the shear

strain components. Since the shear strain component /xy is the only one we apply on
top of the tissue block, the rest o f the terms in Equation 3.7 were set to zero. Then,
the equation was reduced to

Equation 3.8

With the converted shear strains applied to the top o f the tissue block (Figure 3.4
(B)), the mechanoregulatory boundaries can then be computed on biophysical stim
uli o f cellular components, in this case, the equivalent strain in cell membrane.
These newly established mechanoregulatory boundaries are listed in Table 3.3 to
gether with the boundaries proposed by Prendergast et al. (1997).
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Figure 3.4. (A) The formation o f CSK-NSK network using multiple sets o f regular
ised tensegrity structures. (B) A finite element model o f a single cell (left) was
placed at the centre o f a block o f a granulation tissue (right). Shear strains that are
equivalent to the boundaries expressed in terms o f octahedral shear strain used in
mechanoregulation diagram were applied on the top surface o f the tissue block.
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M echanoregulatory boundar

Computed boundaries on

ies (Prendergast et al., 1997)

cell m em brane strain

Fibrous tissue
Cartilage

S>3
1<S<3
0.011 < S < 1

0.082
0.082

e,„em <

0.027
0.003

0.027

Bone
Resorption

S < 0.011

£m em >

0.003 <

Table 3.3. The computed boundaries on cell membrane strain (on the right) as ap
posed to the mechanoregulatory boundaries (on the left) proposed by Prendergast et
al. (1997).

Young's m odulus (Pa)
Poisson's ratio

Granulation tissue^

Fibrous tissue*’

Cartilage*’

Bone^

Implant^

0.2x10^

2x10"

10^

10’

2x10"

0.167

0.167

0.3

0.3

0.28

“Lacroix and Prendergast, 2002;
*’Hori and Lewis, 1982;
'V erdonschot and Huiskes, 1997.

Table 3.4. Material properties o f different tissue types and the implant.

3.4 Finite element modelling of gap tissue formation
3.4.1 General background of the problem
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As one o f the most successful orthopaedic procedures performed today, THA im
proves the quality o f life for patients with osteoporosis and osteoarthritis. MSCs are
multipotent adult stem cells that are present in practically all tissues as a specialized
population o f mural cells/pericytes that lie on the abluminal side o f blood vessels
(Pontikoglou et al., 2011). Not only does this pluripotent nature make MSC differ
entiation the core focus within tissue engineering research, it also attracts a lot of
attention in the field o f reconstructive medicine. In the application o f THA cementless fixation remains the ideal approach regarding its functional potential in long
term survival rates. However, to achieve this clinical advantage over cemented fixa
tion, the understanding o f the ossification process initiated by MSC differentiation at
bone/implant interface, allowing bone to grow into or onto the implant as a fixation
mechanism, is essential. In pursuit o f investigating the role o f MSC ageing in tissue
differentiation, simulations o f a section of gap tissue at the bone/implant interface
are performed, with an aim to test the hypothesis that age-related changes o f MSCs
can affect gap tissue formation.

3.4.2 Finite element model of gap tissue
Eight interconnected tissue blocks (shown in green in Figure 3.5) were used to rep
resent the gap tissue between bone cavity and implant. Each tissue block contains a
cell with a round configuration at the centre and connects to the neighbouring blocks.
The centre block (shown in grey in Figure 3.5) represent a section o f a hip implant
and connect to the inner surface o f the gap tissue at the corresponding interfaces.
The volume of each cell is equivalent to the ones described in Chapter 3.2, which
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gives a diameter o f 17.90^m for the sphere cell model that is centred at each o f the
30|imx30|imx30|am cubical tissue blocks.

Figure 3.5. Simulation setup o f bone/implant gap tissue (shown in green boxes) with
a cell placed in each tissue block. The implant is located at the centre (shown in
grey).

3.4.3 Loading conditions
Simulations were performed on a three-dimensional (3D) gap tissue between bone
and implant (Figure 3.5). Various loading conditions were applied to the top surface
o f the implant section (shown as the grey centre block in Figure 3.5) with surround
ing gap tissue (shown as 8 green blocks in Figure 3.5) securely attached to the inner
surface o f the bone cavity (not shown in Figure 3.5) at the outer surface o f the eight
tissue blocks (shown as pink dotted surfaces in Figure 3.5). A vertical load that is
within the range used by Perez and Prendergast (2007), either in force-control or
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motion-control manner, was applied on the top surface o f the implant during each
simulation. In case o f force-control, vertical forces with magnitudes o f 0.12 |aN,
0.24 ^iN , 0.36 |aN and 0.48 |aN were applied to the implant, whereas vertical dis
placements o f 3 |im, 6 |im, 9 |am and 12 ^m were simulated in case o f motioncontrol. The outer surface o f the gap tissue where it binds to the bone cavity was re 
strained in all directions and the implant was only allowed to move vertically during
each simulation. Iterative loops were set up in Optimization Module by selecting the
cell membrane strain as the design response which was read from ABAQUS data
file throughout each simulation. The material properties o f each cell-tissue block
were updated at the end o f each iteration. The interval for each iteration represents
the aggregative time taken for the corresponding tissue type change in reality. A stop
condition was set to terminate the iterative loops when no further change in tissue
type occurred. Each simulation started with MSCs contained within granulation tis
sue blocks, which differentiated into various cell types (fibroblast, chondrocyte or
osteoblast) depending on the cell membrane strain, synthesising different tissue
types individually within the surrounding blocks. During each simulation, the mate
rial properties of the cytoplasm nucleus, which are the most influential cellular com
ponents to the overall cell stiffness (McGarry and Prendergast, 2004), were also u p 
dated during each simulation (see Table 3.1 for material properties used for each cell
type). The implant material was modelled as linear elastic with the properties of
stainless steel, as used by Verdonschot and Huiskes (1997) (see Table 3.4). The ma
terial properties for each tissue type were also listed in Table 3.4, as reported by pre
vious studies.

3.4.4 Modelling of debonding
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Debonding, of any degree, is clinically undesirable, but somewhat inevitable in prac
tice. To investigate the effects o f debonding, when disconnection between the im
plant surface and bone cavity occurs, four possibilities o f dislodging between the
bone and the implant were simulated (Figure 3.6). A frictionless condition was as
sumed at the interface between the implant and the debonded tissue for each debond
ing case as suggested by Jasty et al. (1992), while undebonded interface remains se
curely attached. Both force-control and motion-control were applied to all debond
ing cases. All loading conditions were given to both aged and young MSCs, in order
to investigate the effect o f ageing.

( 1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

Figure 3.6. There are fo u r possible debonding case in the current simulation setup.
The red lines indicate the surface where debonding occurs. Debonding case (1) d e
notes there is one debonding surface between implant and gap tissue, whereas
Debonding case (2), (3) and (4) indicate debonding occurs at two opposite surfaces,
two neighbouring surfaces and three surfaces, respectively.

3.5 Finite element modelling of substrate stretching
3.5.1 General description of the problem
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Tissue engineering approaches offer the potential o f avoiding long-term implanta
tion o f reconstructive prostheses by using autologous MSCs harvested from a pa
tient’s bone-marrow. It is the process o f creating functional tissues using cellscaffold constructs that facilitate cell proliferation, migration and differentiation in
response to mechanical and chemical stimulation. The understanding o f bone mar
row derived MSCs echoes the field o f tissue engineering research as the pluripotent
MSCs can provide a promising cell source by differentiating into many tissuespecific lineages, including osteoblasts, chondrocytes and fibroblasts (Jagodzinski et
al., 2004; Huang et al., 2004; Sarraf et al., 2011). It is common practice to seed
MSCs onto a scaffold and expose the resulting construct to mechanical precondi
tioning in a bioreactor prior to implantation. Cyclic stretching is among the most
commonly used loading methods and has been previously shown to induce osteo
genic and chondrogenic differentiation in MSCs (Kearney et al. 2010; McMahon et
al. 2007).
The recent success of tissue engineering has been solely on young patients, par
ticularly those with degenerative disease as a result o f sporting injuries (Gudas et al.,
2003; Saris et al., 2009). Tissue engineering and regenerative medicine will not real
ise the true potential without achieving a better scientific understanding o f the fun
damental issues, chief among which is the influence o f age on MSC differentiation
under external mechanical stimulation, e.g. uniaxial stretching on a substrate. It has
been shown that MSCs from aged donors display typical biomarkers o f ageing, such
as decreased expression o f actin, deceased expression o f integrin subunits and in
creased peroxidation (McKayed et al, 2010). It has also been demonstrated that
these aged-related changes can be interpreted into alterations in structural and me-
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chanical behaviours o f cellular components, affecting the mechanics inside a cell
under external mechanical stimulation.
The aim o f this study is to demonstrate that the mechanoregulation modelling ap
proach established in this thesis can be used to give a scientific explanation on the
experimental findings from a mechanoregulatory perspective. Most importantly, it is
the author's intention to demonstrate how cell experiments o f such a kind can be
used to validate mechanoregulation theories. The author would like to investigate
whether or not MSC ageing plays a role in cell differentiation subjected to uniaxial
stretching. In addition, the influence o f seeding density on cell mechanics o f MSCs
loaded with substrate stretching is also within the author's interests. Specifically, it is
hypothesised that the role o f MSC ageing on cell differentiation due to uniaxial
stretching could be as influential as seeding density and therefore deserves to be
considered when designing MSC loading schemes.

3.5.2 Finite element model of substrate stretching
The same model described in Chapter 3.2 was used to investigate the effect o f MSC
ageing and cell seeding density when subjected to uniaxial substrate stretching. Both
a single cell (Figure 3.7) and a group o f four and five cells (Figure 3.8) residing on a
substrate were simulated. A linear elastic material with Young's modulus o f 160 kPa
and Poisson's ratio o f 0.3 (Stem and Nicolella, 2013) was used for the substrate.
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Tissue type

Cell membrane stain
^mem > 0.082

Fibrous tissue
Cartilage

0.027 < Smem ^ 0.082

Bone

0.003 < Smem ^ 0.027
^mem < 0.003

Resorption

Table 3.5. Mechanoregulatoty indexes established on cell membrane strain. The
calculation and conversion were explained in details in Chapter 3.3.

Figure 3 .7. A cell model resided on a substrate. The cell-substrate interactions be
tween the cell basal area and the top surface o f the substrate are modelled by direct
linkers shown in red.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.8. Simulation setup fo r substrate stretching with (A) 5 cells and (B) 4 cells.
The interactions between each neighbouring cells are shown in red lines. Note that
the distances between each cells are exaggerated fo r simplification and clarification
purposes.

3.5.3 Modelling of cell-cell interactions
Focal adhesion sites at cell basal area were attached to the nearest nodes on the top
surface o f the substrate (Figure 3.7). These attachments represent the integrinmediated adherens junctions that mechanically connect the AFs o f a cell to the ECM
(Wang et al., 2008). Cell-cell interactions were modelled by directly linking the
closest corresponding receptors between neighbouring cells (Figure 3.8). Theses
linkers can resist both tensile loads generated by anchoring junctions that mechani
cally bind the IFs and AFs o f neighbouring cells and compressive loads initiated by
gap junctions that prevent the neighbouring cell from physically contacting each
other (Reinhart-king et al., 2008). Both of these linkers were assumed to be rigid in
the current study.
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3.5.4 Loading conditions
To examine wliether ageing affects MSC differentiation when subjected to uniaxial
stretching, simulations with a single cell resided on a substrate were performed
(Figure 3.7). Four different stretching magnitudes, 2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and 10%, were
applied to the substrate with a young cell resided on (Figure 3.7). To investigate the
influence o f seeding density and the role o f cell-cell interactions in uniaxial loading
conditions, a 10% stretching was applied to the substrate with a monolayer o f four
and five young cells seeded on, respectively (Figure 3.8). Comparative studies were
performed

to

capture

the

effects

o f MSC
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Chapter 4
4. Results
4.1 Finite element modelling of a single adherent cell
4.1.1 Cell stiffness
Using Equation 3.3 the elastic moduli o f the cell models were calculated and aver
aged at 4.08 kPa at the apex and 5.87 kPa at the receptor site, indicating that indenta
tion location has a great influence on the predicted cell stiffness. In comparison, agerelated changes proposed in this study are not predicted to impact greatly on the
stiffness of cells. A mere 5% increase in predicted stiffness is seen with the addition
o f age-related changes, from 4.85 kPa for young cells to 5.09 kPa for aged cells.
These predicted cell stiffness values are within the range o f experimentally meas
ured cell stiffness using AFM indentation (Table 4.1).
Cell type

Measured stiffness (kPa)

mESC'

1.49±0.09

Fibroblast^

6.00±2.30

Myoblast^

11.50±1.30

Osteoblast'*

5.20±0.60 (S phase)
2.30±3.30 (G1 phase)
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'Pillarisetti et al. 2011; ^Azeloglu et al. 2008; ^Collinsworth et al. 2002; ''Kelly et al.
2011.

Table 4.1. Experimentally measured cell stiffness using A F M from previous studies.

4.1.2 Force-displacement curves
A non-linear force-displacement behaviour was predicted for all AFM indentation
simulations, with the degrees o f non-lineararity differing depending on indentation
site. The indenting position, at a receptor site vs. at the apex distant from the recep
tor site, is the most influential to the cells response to indenting force. An approxi
mately 30% stiffer response is predicted when indenting at the receptor site, com
pared to the case when indentation occurs at the apex o f the cell. Though slight,
age-related changes do affect the cells behaviour under AFM indentation, indicating
that cell stiffness changes with ageing (solid green curve vs. dashed brown curve;
solid lime curve vs. dashed orange curve in Figure 4.1). An increase in the mem
brane stiffness stiffens cells response to indenting force at both indentation loca
tions, whereas a decrease in the complexity o f CSK-NSK network increases the pre
dicted cell stiffness at both indenting locations. The difference in cell stiffness
caused by ageing is most apparent when indentation takes place at the apex o f the
cell (Figure 4.1). In the case o f indenting at a receptor site where the CSK is in con
tact with cell membrane, a direct load transfer from indenter and CSK diminishes
the impact o f CSK complexity and membrane stiffness. In all cases, the indentation
depth ranges from 13.7% to 23.4% o f the original cell height, indicating that simula
tions are reliable and would return realistic results in a real experimental environ
ment (Moeendarbary et al., 2013).
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4.1.3 Biophysical stimuli inside cells
There is a striking difference in the pattern o f stress inside a cell depending on in
dentation at the apex compared to receptor site, compare Fig 3.4A with Fig 3.4C,
and compare Fig 3.4B with Fig 3.4D. However, the difference due to ageing is not
so visually obvious, compare Fig 3.4A with Fig 3.4B, and compare Fig 3.4C with
Fig 3.4D. Apart from a stress concentration at the indenting location, the stress in
the nucleus is higher than any other location in the cytoplasm: This is due to the IFs
that transmit indenting force from cell membrane directly to the nucleus.

J T M m m X O .l ■* A p * a
JT M«ivk - X 1 • ! A o * * r r n t m o i
—

I t X l a l A c w a
IT

X 1 0 M Ap*f l

1 0 lMft»<»plor

3T M *fn« X 2 c r
ST

X 10 a t IlM A ptor

2TM«m>X0.lMA^R
M cm a X 1

A #*!

•~~'2TM*rmX2at Apvi
rrMvmaXlOMApvi
21 M« ms X 0.1 M

or

2 t k t t m * X 1 a t lU capCer

J T M c w X2 M K«c«p<ar
2T

X10 M
2007)

Indentation depth (um )

Figure 4.1. Force-displacement curves from indentation at two different indenting
locations (apex and a receptor site), with the stiffness o f cell membrane varying
from 0.1 time (xO.l) to 10 times (xlO) o f the original value fo r a normal (young) cell.
The experimental data are taken from a study measuring the stiffness o f bovine
chondrocytes using AFM indentation (Ng et al. 2007) and shown in the figure as
dotted black curves.
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Aged cells
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I A ged cell at apex

■ Young cell at re c e p to r

■ Aged cell at re c e p to r
200

0-0.1 0.1-0.2 0.2-0.3 0.3-0.4 0.4-0.5 0.5-0.6 0.6-0.7 0.7-0.8 0.8-0.9 0.9-1

o v e rl

Strain range (e q u iv a le n t stra in x 10'^)

(B)
Figure 4.2. (A) Contour plots o f Von Mises stress during indentation simulation with
different indenting locations, at apex (A, B) and a receptor site (C, D) o f young cells
(A, C) and aged cells (B, D). Cut-views are shown for visual comparison o f Von
Mises stress inside the cells. (B) Area o f membrane within a given strain range.
Aged cells have smaller membrane area under high strain and correspondingly have
greater membrane area under low strain, than young cells subjected to indentation.
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To quantify the strain difference in cell membrane when subjected to an indenting
force, equivalent strain was compared across all scenarios (Figure 4.2). Despite the
difference made by cell age and indentation location, the total strained surface area
decreases as strain range increases (Figure 4.2 (B)). While almost no difference can
be seen at mid-range, the differences are quite evident at low strain ranges. At high
strain range, possibly at the interface between the cell and indenter, small differ
ences in strained area can also be found.
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Figure 4.3 (A). Volume o f nucleus within a given strain range (hydrostatic strain)
when the cell model was indented at the apex. The slim green line indicates zero
strain location. Little difference can be seen between the aged and young cells.
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Figure 4.3 (B). Volume o f nucleus within a given strain range (deviatoric strain)
when the cell model was indented at the apex. The slim green line indicates zero
strain location. Differences are seen between aged and young cells at mid-low strain
ranges, particularly in the negative region.

A comparative study was carried out on the hydrostatic and deviatoric strain in
the cell nucleus when undergoing indentation simulation at the cell apex (Figure 4.3).
While the young and aged cells exhibit no difference in terms o f hydrostatic strain,
deviatoric strain does show a slight difference, especially at low strain ranges. This
suggests that the nuclei o f the cells may be strained differently depending on the de
gree o f ageing, with particular emphasis on the change in shape rather than volume.
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4.2 Finite element modelling of gap tissue formation
4.2.1 Tissue differentiation under force control
Under force control, the stimulation on the gap tissue that is created by the dis
placement between the bone and the implant decreased over time, as a result o f celltissue stiffening over the course o f simulation, as shown in Figure 4.4. Depending
on the debonding scenarios, the displacement o f the implant varied upon the initial
application of the force, ranging from 21.89 |jm, for the most serious debonded case,
to 10.85 |am when no debonding occurred. It is also predicted that different behav
iours o f tissue stiffening occur as a result o f gap tissue differentiation in response to
different loading magnitudes on the implant (Figure 4.6 - 4.9). When a large force
was applied in loading case 1 (0.48 ^N), the membrane o f MSCs that were imbed
ded in the granulation tissue blocks experienced a large strain and differentiated into
fibroblasts, which in turn secreted and formed fibrous tissue to fill in the surround
ing blocks representing the ECM. As the cell-tissue blocks stiffened from granula
tion tissue to fibrous tissue, the displacement o f the implant decreased and, as a re
sult, the strain that the cell membrane received decreased to a level that fits into the
cartilage region o f the mechanoregulation chart as shown in Table 3.3. As a conse
quence, it was assumed that fibroblast apoptosis occurs due to the change in m e
chanical stimuli (Perez and Prendergast, 2007) and fresh MSCs invade into the
space and differentiate into chondrocytes, producing cartilage under such a m e
chanical environment. This differentiation process carried on, through the formation
and apoptosis of chondrocytes and cartilage, and eventually reached the region of
ossification before an equilibrium condition was achieved in which no further
change in cell-tissue types occurs. In cases when smaller forces are applied, the ini-
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tial displacements of the implant were not large enough to strain the cell membrane
to fibrous tissue region (loading case 2) and cartilage region (loading case 3) in the
mechanoregulation chart. As a consequence, the process o f differentiating into such
tissue types did not occur and skipped to the next corresponding phenotype.
Though it is evident that different tissue types can appear simultaneously at a
specific given time point o f a simulation, ossification is predicted under forcecontrol for the majority o f the scenarios investigated in this study (Figure 4.14-4.17),
with an exception o f the formation o f a mixture o f cartilage and bone when a serious
debonding occurred (Figure 4.18). A full set o f simulation results under forcecontrol with different loading magnitudes are provided in Appendix A - E.

4.2.2 Tissue differentiation under motion control
Under motion control, the resultant reaction force on the implant jumped upon the
initial application of vertical downward displacements, to a level ranging from 0.42
^N, in debonding case 4, to 0.89 |aN for the fully bonded case (Figure 4.5). As a re
sult, the original granulation tissue differentiated into different tissue types, depend
ing on the level o f membrane strain the cells felt, just like the situation under forcecontrol. However, little change in membrane strain was found in subsequent itera
tions as the displacement o f the implant remained constant during each simulation.
Consequently, no further tissue differentiation occurrence was predicted. Therefore,
loading magnitude is predicted to be the dominant factor in deciding MSCs fate. If a
large displacement is applied to the implant, the cell membrane receives a large
enough strain and differentiates into fibroblasts and fibrous tissue is formed as a re
sult (Figure 4.10 - 4.11). If a smaller displacement is applied to the implant, a gap
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tissue differentiation towards osteochondral direction is predicted under motioncontrol (Figure 4.12 - 4.13). A full set o f simulation results under motion-control
with different loading magnitudes are provided in Appendix F - J.

4.2.3 The effects of debonding
Debonding has a substantial influence to the mechanical behaviours o f the gap tissue
loaded with both force-control and motion-control manners. The mechanical re
sponse from the gap tissue was weakened by all debonding cases and tended to dete
riorate as debonding propagated (from debonding case 1 to case 4) as illustrated in
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, for force-control and motion-control, respectively.
Debonding is also predicted to have a great impact on the differentiation process
of gap tissue. Without debonding, ossification occurred with all loading conditions
under force-control. However, any debonding scenario promoted bone resorption,
leaving a mixture o f bone with different proportions o f resorped regions (Figure
4.14 - 4.17). In the most extreme scenario, when a force was applied to the implant
with serious debonding (debonding case 4), the gap tissue contained a mixture of
bone, cartilage and resorption (Figure 4.18). Different results were also predicted
under motion-control with debonding taken into account. The debonded cell-tissue
block was under-stimulated compared to fully bonded scenario in the same loading
condition, and differentiated into different tissue types as a result (Figure 4.19 4.23).

4.2.4 The effects of age-related changes
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Age-related changes were also predicted to affect tissue differentiation. Despite the
small changes in gap tissue differentiation patterns found between young and aged
cells under both force-control (Figure 4.6 - 4.9) and motion-control (Figure 4.10 4.13), varying the membrane stiffness to an extensive range does induce greater dif
ferences in tissue differentiation (Figure 4.14 - 4.23). Specifically, an earlier bone
formation can be seen as a result o f an increased membrane stiffness under forcecontrol (Figure 4.14 - 4.18), indicating a stiffer membrane promotes quicker ossifi
cation under such loading conditions.
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Figure 4.4. Displacements o f the implant when loaded with a vertical downward
force o f 0.48 fiN. Debonding greatly alters the implants' behaviour. However, little
change can be seen between young and aged cells. Debonding 1 - 4 denotes differ
ent debonding cases shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.5. Reaction force from the implant when loaded with a vertical downward
displacement o f 12 jum. Debonding greatly alters the implants' behaviour. However,
very small changes can be seen between young and aged cells.
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Figure 4.6. Tissue differentiation patterns o f young (A) and aged (B) cells under
force-control with a loading magnitude o f 0.48 juN. Four different debonding sce
narios were simulated and compared with un-debonded case.
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Figure 4.7. Tissue differentiation patterns o f young (A) and aged (B) cells under
fo rce -co n tro l w ith a loading magnitude o f 0.36 juN. F our different debonding sce
narios were simulated and compared w ith un-debonded case.
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Figure 4.8. Tissue differentiation patterns o f young (A) and aged (B) cells under
force-control with a loading magnitude o f 0.24 fiN. Four different debonding sce
narios were simulated and compared with un-debonded case.
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Figure 4.9. Tissue differentiation patterns o f young (A) and aged (B) cells under
force-control with a loading magnitude o f 0.12 fxN. Four different debonding sce
narios were simulated and compared with un-debonded case.
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Figure 4. JO. Tissue differentiation patterns o f young (A) and aged (B) cells under
motion-control with a loading magnitude o f 12 jum. Four different debonding sce
narios were simulated and compared with un-debonded case.
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Figure 4.11. Tissue differentiation patterns o f young (A) and aged (B) cells under
motion-control with a loading magnitude o f 9 fim. Four different debonding scenar
ios were simulated and compared with un-debonded case.
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Figure 4.12. Tissue differentiation patterns o f young (A) and aged (B) cells under
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Figure 4.13. Tissue differentiation patterns o f young (A) and aged (B) cells under
motion-control with a loading magnitude o f 3 /jm. Four different debonding scenar
ios were simulated and compared with un-debonded case.
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Figure 4.14. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading mag
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Figure 4.15. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading mag
nitude o f 0.48 fiN with one debonded surface (Debonding case 1). The stiffness o f
cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times (xlO) o f the original young
cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem x l (3T) and Emem x2 (2T) are the young
and aged cells, respectively, according to the descriptions in the Methods in this
study.
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Figure 4.16. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading mag
nitude o f 0.48 fiN with two opposite debonded surfaces (Debonding case 2). The
stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times (xlO) o f the
original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem x l (3T) and Emem x2 (2T)
are the young and aged cells, respectively, according to the descriptions in the
Methods in this study.
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Figure 4.17. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading mag
nitude o f 0.48 /iN with two neighbouring debonded surfaces (Debonding case 3).
The stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times (xlO) o f the
original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem x l (3T) and Emem x2 (2T)
are the young and aged cells, respectively, according to the descriptions in the
Methods in this study.
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Figure 4.18. Tissue differentiation patterns under fo rce -co n tro l w ith a loading mag
nitude o f 0.48 juN w ith three debonded surfaces (Debonding case 4). The stiffness o f
cell membrane was altered fro m 10% (xO.l) to 10 times (xlO) o f the o rig in a l young
cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem x l (3T) and Emem x2 (2T) are the young
and aged cells, respectively, according to the descriptions in the Methods in this
study.
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Figure 4.19. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading
magnitude o f 12 fim without debonding. The stiffness o f cell membrane was altered
from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times (xlO) o f the original young cell. The highlighted two
lines, i.e. Emem x l (3T) and Emem x2 (2T) are the young and aged cells, respec
tively, according to the descriptions in the Methods in this study.
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Figure 4.20. Tissue differentiation patterns under m otion-control w ith a loading
magnitude o f 12 jum with one debonded surface (Debonding case 1). The debond
stiffness o f cell membrane was altered fro m 10% (xO.l) to 10 times (xlO) o f the
o rig in a l young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem x l (3T) and Emem x2 (2T)
are the young and aged cells, respectively, according to the descriptions in the
Methods in this study.
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Figure 4.21. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading
magnitude o f 12 fim with two opposite debonded surfaces (Debonding case 2). The
stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times (xlO) o f the
original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem x l (3T) and Emem x2 (2T)
are the young and aged cells, respectively, according to the descriptions in the
Methods in this study.
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Figure 4.22. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading
magnitude o f 12 fim with two neighbouring debonded surfaces (Debonding case 3).
The stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times (xlO) o f the
original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem x l (3T) and Emem x2 (2T)
are the young and aged cells, respectively, according to the descriptions in the
Methods in this study.
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Figure 4.23. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading
magnitude o f 12 fim with three debonded surfaces (Debonding case 4). The stiffness
o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times (xlO) o f the original
young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem x l (3T) and Emem x2 (2T) are the
young and aged cells, respectively, according to the descriptions in the Methods in
this study.
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4.3 Finite element modelling of substrate stretching
4.3.1 Effects of MSC ageing
Though non-uniform strain distribution were shown in the membrane for both young
and aged MSCs under uniaxial stretching stimulation, there is a striking difference
in the strain pattern between the two age groups. The contour plots in Figure 4.24
exhibit that there are strain concentrators on both top surface o f the cell membrane
and the basal area where cells made contact with the substrate, for both age groups.
What differentiate the two age groups are the number o f strain peaks and locations
where the peak strains appear. To quantify the difference between the two age
groups the averaged equivalent membrane strain were computed under uniaxial sub
strate stretching with various loading magnitudes. It is shown in Figure 4.25 that the
membrane strain reduces with ageing at each stretching magnitude, by approxi
mately 25%. To investigate the effects o f MSC differentiation under peak strain, a
criterion was adopted to identify the number o f peak strains. A peak strain was d e
fined when the probabilities o f the opening o f mechanosensitive, strain-activated ion
channels was one, as demonstrated by Lunze et al. (2009), with the application o f a
10% stretching. It was also assumed that these peak strain locations remained
counted when stretched with smaller magnitudes. Similar to the average membrane
strain, a 25% decrease in the peak strain was also evident with ageing in all stretch
ing magnitudes (Figure 4.26). Furthermore, 26 peak strain locations were identified
for the young cell, as apposed to 18, the number o f peak strains found in aged cell
membrane.
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Figure 4.24. Contour plots o f cell membrane strain o f young and aged cells from top
view (A) and bottom view (B) when loaded with 10% uniaxial substrate stretching.
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Figure 4.25. The membrane stain o f young and aged cells subjected to uniaxial
stretching with different magnitudes. The value 0.027 shown on the Y-axis is the in
dex fo r cell-tissue differentiation between bone and cartilage regions as shown in
Table 3.5.
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Figure 4.26. The peak strain o f cell membrane when subjected to uniaxial stretching
with different magnitudes. The red markers on the Y-axis indicate the strains at
which the probabilities o f the opening o f mechanosensitive, strain-activated ion
channels are 100%, 50% and 0%, as demonstrated by Lunze et al. (2009).
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Figure 4.27. The equivalent membrane strain o f a single cell, four cells and five
cells, with or without cell-cell interactions when loaded with 10% uniaxial stretching.
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4.3.2 Effects of seeding density
To investigate the effect o f seeding density the equivalent membrane strain was
computed on all cells that form the monolayer on the stretched substrate and aver
aged as an indicator to compare with the results from single cell simulations. No
visible difference was found in the cell membrane strain between a single cell and a
monolayer o f cells stretched on a substrate when physical interactions between cells
were not present. However, an increase o f 26% in membrane strain was gained with
cell-cell interactions were enabled when five cells were stretched on a substrate. In
the case o f a monolayer o f four cells, the membrane strain increased by 5% as a re 
sult o f cell-cell interactions. It was also evident that increasing the seeding density
by a quarter, from 4 cells to 5 cells, induced a 20% gain in membrane strain (Figure
4.27).
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Chapter 5
5. Discussion
5.1 Introduction
In this work, a 3D computational model was developed using finite element models
o f single cells implemented with the mechanoregulation theory proposed by Prendergast et al. (1997), with an aim to demonstrate that mechanoregulation simulations
can be performed using whole cell models. One o f the key strengths o f this model
ling approach is the capability o f corroborating mechanoregulation theories with ba
sic in vitro experiments. To illustrate this potential capability two events in the ap
plications o f mechanoregulation, the gap tissue formation in reconstructive medicine
and the MSC differentiation upon substrate stretching in tissue engineering, were
simulated to test the hypothesis that sub-cellular changes associated with MSC age
ing affect cell-tissue differentiation. The results have supported the author's thesis
and it is believed that the work presented in this thesis will have an impact on the
development o f computational mechanobiology.

5.2 Limitations
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Combining the continuum and tensegrity structures into one model enables biome
chanical investigation o f several features o f cell behaviour, such as the interaction of
the CSK with ECM and cellular organelles under uniaxial substrate stretching. In
particular, the unique configuration of CSK-NSK modelled by multiple sets o f ten
segrity structures enabled a direct force transfer from the ECM to the nucleus. N ev
ertheless, even this relatively complex tensegrity representation o f the CSK-NSK
does not capture the true complexity and dynamic behaviour observed in real cells
and should therefore be considered a tool to understand the aggregate behaviour of
cytoskeletal mechanics at instants o f time rather than an accurate representation of
CSK-NSK structure and mechanics under all circumstances. Furthermore, due to the
nature o f a passive model, this approach does not capture any active behaviour that a
cell would exhibit under mechanical loading, including changes in cell morphology,
stiffness and CSK reorganisation.
The mechanoregulation boundaries for tissue differentiation used in this study
have not been experimentally established, though it has been successfully used to
predict mechanoregulated tissue differentiation for various applications. The author
believes this could be done by the proposed cell-based mechanoregulation approach
presented in this thesis. Implications were also made to the conversion o f the mechanoregulatory boundaries from the mechanoregulation theory (Prendergast et al.,
1997), by only considering the effects o f shear strain, with those o f fluid flow ne
glected. This simplification allowed us to investigate on situations where shear strain,
but not fluid flow, is the focus o f interest. It fitted in the purpose o f this thesis as the
two biomechanical contexts simulated were purely strain-mediated applications
(Meneghini and Hanssen, 2008; Lai et al., 2010). However, it would be necessary to
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study the influence o f fluid flow, in order to fully corroborate the mechanoregulation
theory from cell experiments.
The sub-cellular changes associated with MSC ageing were based on experimen
tal observations, not direct measurements, between MSCs from young and aged
mice donors. These observations were then interpreted into a mechanical context
with the recommendations from the literature. Therefore, the age-related changes
applied to the model only included the effects o f membrane stiffness, cytoskeletal
density and the number o f focal adhesion site across the cell membrane.
Regarding gap tissue simulations, the most extreme scenario o f simplifications
were assumed on the implant stem and gap tissue setup, where only a single layer o f
eight tissue blocks were included. While this setup allowed us to study the interac
tions o f cells and tissue at the same horizontal plane, it did not permit any investiga
tion on the vertical direction. Furthermore, only one round cell was implanted in
each o f the tissue blocks for simplification and as a result, this model did not capture
any change induced by the orientation o f irregularly shaped cells in the gap tissue.
When simulating substrate stretching, the mechanical linkages for cell-cell and cellsubstrate interactions were assumed to be rigid, in both tensile and compressive m o
tion, in the simulation o f substrate stretching. In reality, the mechanics o f these in
teractions are far more complex. This simplification could have magnified the effect
o f cell-cell interactions.
Homogeneous isotropic material properties were assumed on all cellular compo
nents and tissues. The viscoelastic properties o f cellular components were neglected
when performing mechanoregulation simulations throughout this thesis due to com 
putational expenses. While using less simplified material properties could be seen as
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an improvement on the model, this complexity would require a further understand
ing o f cell and tissue mechanics. Furthermore, the material properties o f cytoplasm
used in mechanoregulation for each o f the specific cell types were estimated based
on previous computational studies. While it is arguable that the liquid-like cytosol
contributes little to the overall cell stiffness and therefore should not be taken into
consideration when updating material properties at the end o f each iteration when
performing mechanoregulation simulations, the author believes that it is the aggre
gative change contributed by all cellular components that alters the overall cells re
sponse. Changes in cytosol could change the interactions between other cellular
components that are more influential to the cells behaviour. The Poisson's ratio of
granulation tissue was set to be 0.167 as suggested by previous studies (Lacroix and
Prendergast, 2002a, Lacroix et al., 2002), where poroelastic properties were used.
However, a higher value is suggested when modelling the liquid-like granulation
tissue using linear elastic properties. While under-estimating the Poisson's ratio
would definitely impact on the biomechanics o f cell-tissue interaction, little change
would be expected to the pattern o f tissue differentiation since cell membrane strain
was used as the mediator for cell-tissue differentiation in this particular study.

5.3 Finite element modelling of a single adherent cell
We tested the hypothesis that there is a change in the biophysical stimuli inside a
cell as a consequence o f the changes in membrane stiffness and cytoskeletal element
density that occur with age. This hypothesis has been corroborated because the
analysis predicted that strains, both in cell membrane and nucleus, differ with agerelated changes known to occur in cellular components.
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5.3.1 Cell modelling approach
This study exempHfies the potential utility of a hybrid continuum-tensegrity repre
sentation of a cell. A particular strength of this approach is the ability to separate the
potential load transfer mechanisms within a cell due to externally applied stimuli.
Nevertheless, even this relatively complex tensegrity representation of the CSKNSK does not capture the true complexity and dynamic behaviour observed in real
cells and should therefore be considered a tool to understand the aggregate behav
iour of cytoskeletal mechanics at instants of time rather than an accurate representa
tion of CSK-NSK structure and mechanics under all circumstances. Furthermore,
due to the nature of a passive model, this approach does not capture any active be
haviour that a cell would exhibit under mechanical loading.
Cellular finite element modelling provides insights into the cell biomechanics
which could not be achieved experimentally. The tensegrity approach utilising
prestressed tensegrity structures with internal molecular struts and cables has gained
much circumstantial evidence. Biophysical studies have revealed that the linear
shaped AFs and tangled IFs are responsible for resisting externally applied tension,
whereas the curved hollow MTs are much more effective at withstanding compres
sion due to higher second moment of inertia in living cells (Mizushima-Sugano et al,
1983). This is consistent with the structural behaviour of the components of tenseg
rity structures and could explain many cell activity, including cell spreading and
stiffening (Maniotis et al., 1997; Brown et a l, 2001). The experimental validation of
cellular tensegrity model, including the cytoskeleton behaviour, cytoskeletal
prestress and the establishment of a tensegrity force balance between MTs and AFs
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with ECM, has been comprehensively demonstrated in a review paper written by
Ingber (2003). However, scepticism still remained regarding the tensegrity cell
modelling approach on the basis that, if cells used tensegrity, the disruption o f one
molecular support element, a actin bundle for instance, would result a total cellular
collapse, as in a single prestressed tensegrity structure (Forgacs, 1995). This view
has been backed up with experimental observations that cells still exhibit functional
behaviours after individual fragmentation o f cytoskeletal elements (AlbrechtBuehler, 1980). Not only does the idea o f using multiple units o f tensegrity struc
tures presented in this paper enable us to investigate the influence o f ageing on cell
behaviour by capturing aged-related structural changes in the CSK, It also provides
us a closer-to-reality view on cell modelling, compared to the single tensegrity ap
proach (Ingber, 1993). By integrating the CSK and NSK networks in a cell model,
the presentation o f direct mechanical linkages from cell membrane to nucleus
through AFs and IPs (Wang and Stamenovic, 2000, 2002), then reaching deep into
the nucleus via LINC-complex (Linker o f NSK and CSK) that were discovered re
cently (Wang et al., 2009; Dahl et al., 2010) allows us to explore the possibilities of
how external mechanical signal affects nuclear biophysical stimuli. The difference
found in CSK complexity with regard to donor age alters force transfer pattern
within the cells and ultimately differentiate the biophysical stimuli received by the
nuclei (see Figure 4.3).

5.3.2 AFM indentation simulation
AFM is frequently used to investigate mechanical properties o f biological cells
(Radmacher et al., 1994). For example, Ng et al., (2007) measured non linear strain
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hardening in bovine chondrocytes using AFM indentation. During AFM indentation
simulation, common mechanical nonlinear responses are present in all force dis
placement curves. These strain-hardening behaviours are consistent with previous
experimental data in the literature (Figure 4.1). There are several sources contribut
ing to this typical strain-hardening behaviour. First o f all, it is most obvious that this
nonlinearity is due to the viscoelastic nature o f the cytoplasm, nucleus and m em 
brane. Secondly, tensegrity structures contribute to this nonlinear behaviour; It has
been demonstrated by Stamenovic et al. (1996) that 6-strut tensegrity structures o f
such a type used in this study have strain-hardening, non-linear characteristics. This
contribution can be further confirmed by a computational study done by McGarry
and Prendergast (2004), in which a nonlinear behaviour was predicted, even without
viscoelastic properties used in any cellular component. Also, during the indentation
process, the area o f contact surface between the indenter and the cell membrane in
creases as the indenter travels deeper into the cell. An increasing resistance to the
indenter induced by this enlarging contact area decelerates the indenter and nonlin
earity is achieved as a result.
Simulation results suggest that indentation location greatly affects the measured
cell stiffness using AFM (Figure 4.1, 4.2). While this is in agreement with experi
mental investigations in the literature (Ohashi et al., 2002), a much stiffened behav
iour is predicted in the case o f indenting at a receptor site, compared to experimental
observations. In theory, this is due to the fact that the indenting force is directly
transferred to the CSK, which is a much stiffer structure. In practice, such a differ
ence will not be evident due to slippage between the indenter tip and cell membrane,
with an exception that coatings are applied to the indenter tip to specifically target
receptors on the membrane by chemical binding.
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5.3.3 MSC ageing
It is found that age-related changes assigned to the cell model influence the pre
dicted cell stiffness. Specifically, the aged cell is slightly stiffer than the young cell
at both indenting locations. This is consistent with experimental observations ob
tained across various cell types in previous studies. A comparison study using AFM
indentation (Lieber et al., 2003) revealed that ageing increases the stiffness o f car
diac myocytes sampled from rats. A higher stiffness was also reported for aged hu
man umbilical vein endothelial cells measured by AFM indentation (Chouinard et al.,
2008). Using the same technique, Qiu et al. (2010) discovered that the stiffness o f
smooth muscle cells o f monkeys increase with ageing. The difference in predicted
stiffness o f the cells in this computational study is largely due to the higher stiffness
used for membrane o f aged cells, which is assumed to be caused by products o f in
creased lipid peroxidation in aged cells. In this study, the membrane stiffness was
doubled for the aged cells by assuming a proportional relationship between the
amount o f lipid peroxidation product and membrane stiffness (Hale et al., 2011).
However, as much as 450% increase in membrane stiffness is suggested when dou
bling the amount o f lipid peroxidation products according to Ajmani et al. (2000).
This would further increase the difference in predicted cell stiffness at both indenta
tion locations (Figure 4.1). Differences caused by ageing can also be seen deep in
the nucleus. Despite the almost identical hydrostatic strains found in the nuclei o f
both young and aged cells the deviatoric strain in the nucleus differs between young
and aged cells, which is due to the difference in the density o f cytoskeletal filament
and the number o f focal adhesion sites which transmit extracellular mechanical
stimuli into the cell. This could be important as it has been demonstrated that these
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direct linkages transmit mechanical signals many times faster than biochemical re
sponses (Wang et al., 2009).
The predicted results on cell membrane strain during AFM indentation simula
tions suggest that young cells tend to have a greater membrane area under high
strain (Figure 4.2 (B)). If this is true, it would lead to more mechanosensitive
stretch-activated ion channels opening (Charras and Horton, 2002a, 2002b). It has
been shown that mechanosensitive channel openings could give rise to whole cell
cytosolic calcium responses, thereby reinforcing the putative role o f mechanosensi
tive channels as the first step in the transduction o f external physiological mechani
cal stimuli into whole cell responses (Charras et al., 2004). The differences in the
number of receptor sites and the complexity o f the CSK-NSK network that me
chanically connect the ECM to the nucleus, between the young and the aged cells,
could result in a difference in stimulation patterning in the nucleus, as shown in Fig
ure 4.3. This is significant since nuclear strain has been suggested to influence
higher-order chromatin organization, thereby restricting or promoting the accessibil
ity o f transcription factors or other regulatory factors to specific gene sequences,
which could similarly influence gene transcription (Stein et al., 2007).

5.3.4 Main conclusions
A 3D finite element model o f a single cell with a complex CSK-NSK network was
developed. AFM indentation tests were simulated on the cell model with age-related
changes applied. The AFM simulation results were comparable with experimental
data, in term o f force/displacement curves. Simulation results also showed that while
indenting location dominates cell's response age-related changes were also influen-
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tial to the cell's behaviour under indentation loading environment. Based on the
simulation results, the cell model performed well comparing against experimental
data and was able to translate MSC ageing into alterations in biophysical stimuli,
and therefore can be used for the development o f mechanoregulation simulation in
the following chapters.

5.4 Finite element modelling of gap tissue formation
The computational model presented in this chapter is a development o f the idea that
mechanoregulation simulations can be performed using whole cell models. Finite
element models o f single cells presented in Chapter 3.2 were adapted, and imple
mented with the mechanoregulation theory proposed by Prendergast et al. (1997).
Though it has been used in many occasions for various applications the boundaries
indicated on the mechanoregulation diagram have yet to be established experimen
tally. Furthermore, a frictionless condition was assumed to all debonded surfaces
between bone and implant and as a result the debonded cell-tissue blocks were only
stimulated by means o f force transfer from neighbouring blocks, rather than directly
from the implant during the course o f simulation. Moreover, when converting the
mechanoregulatory boundaries.
Despite these simplifications, the model was capable o f performing mech
anoregulation simulations to investigate the influence o f MSC ageing on tissue dif
ferentiation. Simulation results revealed that age-related changes on cellular compo
nents can influence gap tissue differentiation, indicating that such changes should be
taken into consideration when designing mechanoregulation algorithms.
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In this section, the mechanoregulation theory proposed by Prendergast et al.
(1997) was extended to capture the sub-cellular changes associated with MSC age
ing. Following the extensions made to the existing mechanoregulatory algorithm ,
such as the previous improvements with additions o f cell dispersal (Lacroix and
Prendergast, 2002a; Perez and Prendergast, 2007), angiogenesis (Checa and Pren
dergast, 2010) and collagen fibre orientation (Nagel and Kelly, 2010), the current
modelling approach could provide further improvements in several aspects. First of
all, by incorporating finite element models o f single cells, more variables, particu
larly those discrete variables at sub-cellular level, can be considered when construct
ing mechanoregulation algorithm. Recent evidence suggests that the morphology of
the nucleus (Mazumder and Shivashankar, 2010) and cell stiffness (Pilarisetti et al.,
2011) that are cell-type dependent throughout the developmental stages o f MSC dif
ferentiation process can potentially be used as markers for MSC differentiation. The
presented model is capable o f capturing such changes, offering more possibilities of
further developments o f mechanoregulation algorithm, and potentially increasing the
prediction accuracy. Secondly, by establishing mechanoregulation boundaries to cel
lular components it extended the range of applications that mechanoregulation pre
dictions can be performed, particularly in situations when no tissue formation occurs,
for example, substrate stretching o f MSCs for applications in tissue engineering,
which will be further discussed in Chapter 5.5. Most interestingly, it could diminish
the immense criticisms about computational mechanobiology as a whole, by provid
ing a possible means o f validation with basic in vitro experiments. Inversely, cell
experiments could also be served to calibrate well established mechanoregulation
algorithms to fit for specific targets. Evidence indicates that

mechanoregulatory

boundaries are highly likely to be species-specific and possibly individualdependent since high variabilities between individual specimen have been encoun-
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tered in several in vivo investigations o f mechanoregulated tissue differentiation (Tajil and Aspenberg, 1999; De Rooij et al., 2001). Ultimately, computational mechanobiology would realise its true clinical potential if mechanoregulation boundaries
could be established on a patient-specific basis.

5.4.1 The effects of debonding
Total joint replacement, although considered an excellent surgical procedure, can be
complicated by aseptic loosening o f the implant that is initiated by debonding be
tween the implant and bone surface (Harris, 1992), has been identified as the main
failure mechanics o f total hip arthroplasty (Malchau et al., 1993) and total knee ar
throplasty (Bozic et al., 2013). With an interest in discovering the effects o f debond
ing on gap tissue differentiation, a comparison study was carried out for both forcecontrol and motion-control. In case o f force-control, bone is predicted to fill the in
terfacial gap, through different intermediate tissue types (fibrous and cartilage tis
sue), with all loading magnitudes in fully bonded cases, indicating such mechanical
environments promote ossification if debonding could be avoided. This is the most
desired scenario in reality when bone is forming and fill up the space between the
implant stem and bone cavity. In reality, since debonding with some degree will al
ways occur, which will naturally initiate resorption, proactive solutions, for instance
using ossification promoting materials or coatings (Abramovitch-Gottlib et al., 2006;
Lu et al., 2012), are required to prevent such an outcome. In addition, the order of
the appearance o f intermediate tissue types at developmental stages was consistent
with previous computational investigations (Lacroix and Prendergast, 2002 a; Perez
and Prendergast, 2007). However, bone resorption was predicted to occur at the
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debonded interface for all debonding cases under force-control, leaving a mixture of
bone and resorption, or cartilage and resorption in the most seriously debonded sce
narios, with different proportionalities. This indicates a partial occurrence o f ossifi
cation at interfacial surface between the bone and the implant, suggesting that a sta
ble fixation o f the implant will not be achieved. Therefore, debonding is not desir
able under force-control loading conditions and should be avoided for cementless
fixation during the implantation process. In practice, it would require a extremely
high level o f surgical precision to minimise the area o f debonding, in order to
achieve the real potentials of cementless fixation (Dorr et al, 2009).
In case o f motion-control, a completely different relationship between mechanical
environments and tissue differentiation patterns was predicted. It was also revealed
that the phenotype was decided at early stages and stays on until the end o f each
simulation for both fully bonded and debonded cases. This indicates that the initial
displacement applied to the implant is the only factor that influence the gap tissue
differentiation. As expected, debonding was predicted to alter the tissue differentia
tion pattern for all loading conditions under motion-control loading conditions.
However, no resorption was predicted with debonding under such a loading scheme.
The sharp contrast in predicted tissue differentiation between force-control and mo
tion-control agrees with previous computational investigations (Prendergast, 2004)
and a mechanistic explanation can be provided. If the biological context could be
interpreted into a mechanical situation such that a certain motion is maintained (mo
tion-control) at a high level then the local cell membrane strain stays high due to the
high global stimulation and no bone will form as a result, instead softer tissues will
be maintained, whereas if the synthesis o f ECM permits a reduction in motion
(force-control) then the cell membrane strain will reduce and a mechanical environ-
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ment favouring ossification formation will be achieved, possibly through intermedi
ate tissue types during ossification process.

5.4.2 The effects of age-related changes
Though slightly, MSC ageing is predicted to affect tissue differentiation pattern in
both force-control (Figure 4.6 - 4.9) and motion-control (Figure 4 .1 0 - 4 .1 3 ) load
ing scenarios where debonding occurs. However, little change in the implant's be
haviour was found between the two age groups, by plotting the displacements under
force-control (Figure 4.14) and the reaction force under motion-control (Figure 4.15)
conditions. This phenomenon could be explained using mechanoregulatory terms.
Specifically, doubling the membrane stiffness reduces the local membrane strain, to
a level that could induce the cell to differentiate into a different phenotype. However,
such an increase in local cell-tissue stiffness does not contribute much to the behav
iour o f the implant globally as a result o f the disconnection at the debonded
bone/implant interface. In such a situation, the current mechanoregulation algorithm
would have given a different prediction by only looking at the stimuli at tissue level,
without being able to capture any sub-cellular alteration. Varying the cell membrane
stiffness to an extended range magnifies the change in tissue differentiation pattern
at developmental stages throughout the differentiation process for both force-control
(Figure 4.14 - 4.18) and motion-control (Figure 4.19 - 4.23), indicating such a
change alters the biophysical inside the cells, while the global mechanical environ
ment remains the same.
This exemplifies the improvements in prediction accuracy this modelling ap
proach could contribute to the current mechanoregulation algorithm, elucidating the
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necessity o f capturing changes at sub-cellular level when performing mechanoregulation predictions. In contrast, change in the configuration o f CSK-NSK structure is
not as influential on the tissue differentiation pattern, with exceptions when cells
with high membrane stiffness (£mem ^10) stimulated under force-control and coupled
with the occurrence of debonding (Figure 4.18). In these cases. Altering the CSKNSK structure, from three to two sets o f tensegrity structures, changes the pathways
that external mechanical stimuli transfer into the cells and therefore varying the m e
chanical behaviour o f cells that are imbedded into the tissue blocks. Though the
change in membrane strain induced by such an alteration is minimal at low mem
brane stiffness range, it escalates as membrane stiffens, changing the mechanics in
side the cell. As a result, the difference in membrane strain induced by the change
in CSK-NSK configuration is amplified when coupled with a stiffer membrane at
focal adhesion sites where the CSK connects the membrane and transfers external
mechanical stimuli deep into the cell.

5.4.3 Main conclusions
In summary, the goal o f this study was to demonstrate that mechanoregulation simu
lations for tissue differentiation can be performed using finite element models of
single cells. A model was created using whole cell models implemented with m ech
anoregulation boundaries that were established on the cell membrane. The model
was fully capable o f capturing the changes occur at sub-cellular level, allowing a
thorough computational investigation o f how tissue differentiation can be influenced
by MSC ageing. Most impotently, this modelling approach could provide a possible
means to corroborate mechanoregulation theories with experiments, so that reliable
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predictions can be performed. This would potentially help to axe the amount o f ani
mal experiments and promote the development o f computational mechanobiology.
Simulation results showed that while the differentiation o f gap tissue under motion-control solely depends on the loading magnitudes, force-control promotes ossi
fication if debonding could be avoided, since it is also predicted that debonding o f
any configuration at the bone/implant interface causes bone resorption. It was also
evident that changes occur at sub-cellular level associated with MSC ageing can in
fluence the predicted patterns o f gap tissue formation, indicating that such changes
should be considered when constructing mechanoregulation algorithms for predict
ing the outcomes in the field o f reconstructive medicine. Based on the simulation
results regarding the influence o f MSC ageing, it is further recommended that differ
ent design parameters, surgical procedures and loading schemes should be adopted
for aged patients, in order to achieve the true clinical potentials o f cementless fixa
tion by compensating the mechanobiological impacts MSC ageing could make.

5.5 Finite element modelling of substrate stretching
We tested the hypothesis that MSC differentiation could be altered as a consequence
o f the changes in membrane stiffness and cytoskeletal element density that occur
with age when subjected with uniaxial stretching. This hypothesis has been corrobo
rated because simulation predicted that the change in membrane strain, as a measure
in cell differentiation, in response to MSC ageing is as significant as that induced by
a 25% increase in seeding density.
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5.5.1 MSC differentiation
Seen as the ideal cell source in tissue engineering applications due to their pluripotent differentiation potentials and in vitro manipulability, MSCs interrogate numer
ous microenvironmental cues, including soluble factors, adhesive contexts, and m e
chanical signals, in order to mount physiologically relevant differentiation responses.
While much is known about how soluble factors and adhesion receptors regulate dif
ferential gene expression, the molecular basis for how mechanical signalling con
trols gene transcription and differentiation programs has recently gained the position
in focus. In order to understand the mechanistic basis for mechanically-induced dif
ferentiation, it is crucial to explore how mechanical forces are transduced into bio
chemical signals, that can in turn regulate and synergize with signalling cascades
induced by other stimuli. While fluid flow can influence MSC differentiation, for
instance, the interstitial fluid flow governs the physiological responses to mechani
cal loading (Burger and Klein-Nulend, 1999), it is mechanical strain that plays piv
otal roles in osteochondral differentiation o f MSCs (Kelly and Jacobs, 2010). There
fore, it is considered to be a valid approach to investigate MCS differentiation by
emphasising the shear stain part o f the mechanoregulatory theory as a exploratory
study o f cellular mechanoregulation. However, the author is aware o f the differential
influences of fluid flow on cell membrane strain, as apposed to that o f shear strain. It
should also be noted that the mechanoregulation boundaries on cell membrane were
converted by simulating a 3D loading environment with a cell surrounded by ECM
and tissue. It might be biased when used to predict cells response subjected to uniax
ial stretching that is, in essence, a two-dimensional stimulating environment. The
author believes this should not be an issue since the cellular mechanoregulator was
set on the average membrane strain across the whole cell surface and as a result any
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local or partial plateau in membrane strain would be averaged out and not dominate
the prediction in cell phenotype.
When stretched on a substrate, MSCs experience cyclic mechanical strain trans
ferred from substrate through physical interactions and differentiate into specific cell
types depending on the level of stimulation received from the substrate. Simulation
results indicate that stretching magnitudes, ranging from 2.5% to 10%, induce MSCs
differentiation towards osteochondral lineages (see Figure 4.25), according to the
mechanoregulation index that was derived in Chapter 3.4 from mechanoregulatory
boundaries (see Table 3.5). This is consistent with previous experimental investiga
tions in the literature (McMahon et a i, 2008; Kearney et al., 2010). A study carried
out by Kearney et al. (2010) on MSCs derived from rat bone marrow revealed that a
2.5% uniaxial substrate stretching induces osteogenic differentiation in the absence
of osteogenic factors. The simulation results were in full agreement with this ex
perimental finding in supporting that low level of stimuli promotes osteogenesis
(Prendergast et al., 1997). When a 2.5% uniaxial tensile stretching was applied, the
membrane of the MSCs seeded on the substrate was only stimulated to a level that
was significantly lower than the mechanoregulatory boundary for chondrogenesis
indexed as the membrane strain, and therefore osteogenesis was predicted (Figure
4.25). In order to study The effect of cyclic tensile strain on the chondrogenic differ
entiation of MSCs McMahon et al. (2008) applied a 10% stretching to rat MSCs and
discovered that the rate of glycosaminoglycan synthesis was increased following the
application of cyclic stretching for seven days, suggesting this magnitude of strain
was sufficient to mechanoregulate the chondrogenic differentiation process (McMa
hon et al, 2008). Again, our results correlated well with this observation as when
the stretching magnitude increased to 10%, the computed membrane strain of MSCs
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fully reached into the "cartilage" region and chondrogenesis was predicted as a re
sult (Figure 4.25). Cells adapt to their mechanical environment by a mechanotransduction process, involving a cascade of signalling pathways. The difference in
stretching magnitude would provoke a series o f biological events that could possibly
affect gene expression (Chen et al., 2004).

5.5.2 MSC apoptosis
This modelling approach could also be used to provide a possible mechanistic ex
planation o f strain-mediated apoptosis upon uniaxial stretching. The effects o f cy
clic substrate stretching on MSC viability was recently examined. It was found that
strains lower that 5% elicit differentiation whilst higher strains, particularly with
magnitudes greater than 7.5%, promote apoptosis o f MSCs loaded with cyclic
stretching (Kearney et al., 2008, 2010). Biologically, what happened was the L-type
voltage-activated calcium channels coupled the applied mechanical stress to calpain and
JNK activation, leading to apoptosis through DNA fragmentation (Kearney et al. 2008).
While it is important to understand the biological fundaments regarding the commu
nication between biochemical signal transduction in response to mechanical stimuli
and the activation o f pro-apoptotic pathways in order to gain a full understanding of
apoptosis, computational models can contribute to achieving this goal from cellular
mechanics point o f view. Simulation results indicate that the membrane strain fits
closely between the regions o f osteogenesis and chondrogenesis with 5% stretch and
slightly above the threshold with a stretching magnitude o f 7.5%. In such a situation,
due to the nature o f cyclic stretching, MSCs tend to differentiate into chondrocytes
at full stretch, while having a osteogenic differentiation tendency when the substrate
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is in the process o f reaching to or releasing from a full stretch. This periodic altera
tion in differentiation com m ands created by cyclic loading schemes could confuse
the M SCs and cause apoptosis as suggested by Perez and Prendergast (2007). If this
is the case, then stretching schem es for MSC chondrogenic differentiation should be
designed such that the range o f stretching m agnitudes only cover the cartilage region
in the m echanoregulation index, without overlapping to the bone and other pheno
type regions, in order to prom ote chondrogenesis.

5.5.3 Linkage between basic ceil experiments to meclianoregulation tlieories
Interestingly, this cell based mechanoregulation modelling approach has brought us the
prospect that basic in vitro cell experiments, like substrate stretching, can be used to
validate mechanoregulation models by establishing accurate boundaries for MSC differ
entiation for each specific phenotype on the stretching magnitudes. Each stretching
magnitude could be converted to biophysical stimuli on cellular components with the
help o f computational models, such as the one presented in this chapter. Then, these
boundary values could be converted back to parameters that fit into the mechanoregula
tion algorithms using the approach described in Chapter 3.3. This process is illustrated
in Figure 1.1. The author believes this exciting outcome is promising and is ready to be
achieved with the current advancing o f experimental techniques, coupled with the excel
lence o f computational models and the power o f statistical methods.

5.5.4 MSC ageing
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As expected, ageing is predicted to influence MSC differentiation when loaded with
uniaxial tensile strain. Similar to other finite element studies in the literature, nonuniform strain distribution were present when imposed within stretching environ
ments (Pfeiler et a i, 2008; Stops et al., 2008). However, it was evident that local
maxima in membrane strain occurred at focal adhesion sites in response to substrate
stretching for both young and aged cells, whereas in reality, these strains may dissi
pate due to cytoskeletal rearrangements under loading environments. The difference
in strain pattern between young and aged cells is caused by the alterations in the a r
rangement o f the CSK-NSK structures as seen in the confocal images (McKayed et
al., 2010). In quantifying the difference in peak membrane strain between the two
age groups, a 25% reduction was found in aged MSCs and it was accompanied with
a decrease in the number o f peak strains. This indicates that MSC ageing is influen
tial to MSC differentiation. To visualise this change in an experimental context a
parametric study on the influence o f seeding density were performed. It was found
that in order to gain a 20% membrane strain the seeding density had to be increased
by 25%, which would be unacceptable in reality within any laboratory. Hence, based
on our results, if seeding density is a parameter that well taken care o f when per
forming cell experiments, MSC ageing definitely should be considered when design
ing loading schemes for aged patients for MSC-based applications in tissue engi
neering and regenerative medicine.

5.5.5 Main conclusions
In this study, it was demonstrated that the mechanoregulatory boundaries established
in Chapter 3.3 can be used to give a scientific explanation on some experimental
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findings o f MSC differentiation subjected to uniaxial tensile strain from a mechanoregulatory perspective. More importantly, cell experiments o f such a kind could
potentially be used to validate mechanoregulation theories.
Simulations with a single cell, or a monolayer o f cells, seeded on a substrate were
performed, with tensile strains ranging from 2.5% to 10% applied to the substrate.
Simulation results showed that the influence o f ageing on MSC differentiation was
as great as, if not greater than, the influence induced by a 25% increase in seeding
density. This suggests that MSC ageing deserves to be considered when designing
loading scheme for tissue engineering applications.

5.6 Corroboration of mechanoregulation theories
The corroboration o f mechanoregulation theories enables simulations to predict the
mechanobiological response o f an experiment, allowing researchers to test the hy
potheses that are interesting on their own and provide better theoretical knowledge
about the process. To achieve this goal, the theories that govern the mechanoregulated tissue differentiation process must be validated by comparing to experimental
data due to their phenomenological nature. Currently, the efforts o f the validation of
mechanoregulation theories predominantly focus on the data attained from the same
type o f experiments that the computational models are meant to be used in the first
place, as criticised by Jacobs and Kelly (2011), who stated "The paradox is that the
experimental data collected to validate the model may actually obviate the need for
the model". In response to this immense criticism about the necessity o f the use of
computational models in the field o f mechanobiology, the author would like to argue
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that the role o f computational models in mechanobiology is as important as that of
experiments and the collaboration o f the two will pace up the development o f mech
anobiology.
While Khayyeri et al. (2013) have defended the needs o f computer models from
the perspectives o f computational power and how to interpret from the simulation
results, the author intends to tackle the criticism explicitly by demonstrating that the
proposed cell-based mechanoregulation approach provides a possible way to vali
date mechanoregulation theories from basic in vitro cell experiments as shown in
Figure 1.1, allowing us to perform accurate predictions within a more complex bio
logical context, which is possibly without the reach o f in vitro experiments. The
proposed validation process consists o f a series o f events and would not proceed
without the collaborations between experimental observations and computer simula
tions. Once validated, the predictive power o f mechanoregulation algorithms could
then be materialised in the applications in tissue engineering, regenerative medicine
and reconstructive therapies. In the future stages, when mechanoregulation algo
rithms are well established, the proposed approach would still be required for the
calibration o f the mechanoregulation algorithms to perform accurate individual-base
simulations to target specific populations, and ultimately, computational mechano
biology would realise its true clinical potentials if reliable patient-specific predic
tions can be given before surgeries at a clinical stage.
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Chapter 6
6. Conclusions
6.1 Summary of key events
6.1.1 Cell modelling
In this work, a 3D finite element cell model was developed based on the hybrid ap
proach used by McGarry and Prendergast (2004) with a number o f improvements. It
consists o f various cellular components, providing numerous possibilities that could
look into for the future development o f cell-based mechanoregulation theories. A
unique feature o f the model is the CSK-NSK structure that allows us to explore the
possibilities o f how external mechanical signal affects nuclear biophysical stimuli
through a direct mechanical linkage that was discovered experimentally (Wang et al.,
2009). Inspired by the use of tensegrity structures in cell mechanics (Ingber, 1993,
2003) multiple sets o f tensegrity structures were used for both the CSK and NSK to
capture the changes in CSK density associated with MSC ageing, whereas the previ
ous cell modelling approach (McGarry and Prendergast, 2004) could not capture
such a change. With all three major cytoskeletal components incorporated, this
model is also a perfect candidate for the modelling o f cell-cell and cell-ECM interac
tions at the receptor sites where the CSK connect with cell membrane. The previous
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cell model (McGarry and Prendergast, 2004), however, could not handle such a task,
since IFs, the major player in cell-cell interaction (Braga, 2002), were not included
in their model.
The force/displacement curves obtained by simulating AFM indentation on the cell
model were in good agreement with experimental data, indicating that the cell model
was capable o f displaying mechanical behaviours within the bounds o f experimental
observations. Furthermore, a parametric study revealed that the cell model was able
to capture the effects o f MSC ageing by depicting the differences in biophysical
stimuli within a cell, both qualitatively and quantitatively, under AFM indentation
environments. All these pieces o f evidence suggest that the cell model was sufficient
enough for the investigation of cell-based mechanoregulation for tissue differentia
tion.

6.1.2 Role of MSC ageing in gap tissue differentiation
In this thesis, the age-related changes discovered on MSCs (Mckayed et al., 2010),
including cytoskeletal density and membrane stiffness, were explicitly included in
the simulation o f gap tissue differentiation. Due to the fact that though undesirable,
debonding o f various degrees is practically inevitable with cementless fixation
(McMinn, 2003), four different debonding cases were also simulated for a thorough
investigation. Simulation Results revealed that while debonding was the most influ
ential factor to gap tissue differentiation, age-related changes also affect the patterns
o f gap tissue formation. However, the alteration in tissue differentiation caused by
MSC ageing was mainly contributed by membrane stiffness changes, whereas cy
toskeletal density played little role in gap tissue formation, except for extreme cases
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when cells with high membrane stiffness (£'mem ^10) loaded under force-control, to
gether with the occurrence o f debonding. Nonetheless, evidence suggests that MSC
ageing should be considered when constructing mechanoregulation algorithms for
predicting the outcomes o f gap tissue formation. Furthermore, it is recommended
that different design parameters, surgical procedures and loading schemes should be
adopted for aged patients, in order to achieve the true clinical potentials o f cementless fixation.

6.1.3 Role of ageing in MSC differentiation subjected to uniax
ial loading
To investigate the influence o f ageing to MSC differentiation, simulations with a
single cell, or a monolayer of cells, resided on a substrate were f)erformed. Tensile
strains ranging from 2.5% to 10% were applied to the substrate to create the same
mechanical environments as previous experimental investigations. Using the mechanoregulatory boundaries as an index, several experimental observations, including
cell differentiation and apoptosis, were explained from a mechanobiological per
spective. Simulation results showed that young MSCs had a higher averaged peak
membrane strain and a greater number of peak membrane strains, compared with
aged cells, indicating higher probabilities o f the opening o f mechanosensitive,
strain-activated ion charmels in young MSCs in response to substrate stretching,
which would suggest that ageing can affect MSC differentiation. It was also re
vealed that, according to the computed equivalent membrane strain, the influence of
ageing on MSC differentiation was as great as, if not greater than, the influence in
duced by a 25% increase in seeding density. This suggests that MSC ageing de-
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serves to be considered when designing loading scheme for tissue engineering appli
cations.

6.2 Main findings of this work
This work has corroborated the hypothesis that the sub-cellular changes associated
with MSC ageing could affect cell-tissue differentiation in both gap tissue formation
and MSC differentiation subjected to uniaxial stretching. A predictive cell based
computational model was developed using 3D finite element models o f single cells
implemented with the mechanoregulation theory developed by Prendergast et al.
(1997). A particular strength of this modelling approach is the capability o f captur
ing the changes on cellular components. This modelling approach could potentially
be used to correlate mechanoregulation theories with basic in vitro cell experiments,
enabling an information interchange between computational models and experimen
tal observations. Parametric studies were performed using the computational model
on two biomechanical procedures and results revealed that MSC ageing can alter
cell-tissue differentiation in both events. The main conclusions o f this work are:
•

The simulation results regarding AFM indentation on a single cell were in
good agreement with experimental data, indicating that the cell model was
capable o f displaying mechanical behaviours that are within the bounds o f
experimental observations. Results from a parametric study also revealed
that differences in the internal biophysical stimuli between young and aged
cells were evident. This could trigger a differing biochemical response be
tween the two age groups in response to mechanical stimulation.
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•

A predictive cell-based mechanoregulation model was created using finite
element model o f single cells implemented with a mechanoregulation theory.
Simulation

results

showed

that

while

gap

tissue

differentiation

at

bone/implant interface was solely dependent on the loading magnitudes un
der motion-control conditions, force-control was predicted to promote ossifi
cation while no debonding occurs. However, simulation also predicted that
debonding o f any scale would initiate bone resorption, which is undesirable
and should be avoided for cementless fixation.
•

Age-related changes were predicted to affect gap tissue differentiation pat
terns. Despite the small changes found between young and aged cells, alter
ing the membrane stiffness to an extended range amplified the differences in
gap tissue differentiation between the two age groups. Hence, the hypothesis
that MSC ageing could affect gap tissue differentiation was corroborated.

•

With the mechanoregulatory boundaries established on cell membrane, the
presented modelling approach could be applied to an extensive range o f
biomechanical events, particularly in those without the occurrence o f tissue
differentiation. Simulation results indicate the role of ageing on MSC differ
entiation subjected to substrate stretching could be as important as, if not
more important than, that o f seeding density, which is well taken control of,
indicating the necessity o f considering MSC ageing in tissue engineering and
regenerative medicine applications. This also corroborated the hypothesis
that ageing could affect MSC differentiation subjected to uniaxial loading
conditions.

•

By testing the hypotheses using the computational model developed in this
work, a possible means o f correlating mechanoregulation theories with ex
perimental observations, for potential validation and calibration purposes.
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has been outlined. The author beheves it is achievable and ready to be ex
plored to the next stage.

6.3 Future work
This work represents an early step in the development o f computational techniques
for the study o f mechanoregulation modelling using whole cell models, and for the
potential platforms for corroborating mechanoregulation theories with basic in vitro
cell experiments. In order to proceed to the next phase, the recommendations are:
•

The mechanoregulatory boundaries were converted from the mechanoregula
tion theory (Prendergast et al., 1997) by only considering the effects o f shear
strain, with those o f fluid flow neglected. This simplification allowed us to
investigate on situations where shear strain, but not fluid flow, is the focus o f
interested. It would be necessary to study the influence o f fluid flow, for
other situations. It would also be required in order to ftilly corroborate the
mechanoregulation theory.

•

Regarding the cell model used in this study, though it has a relatively com 
plex structure and is capable o f capturing various changes that occur at subcellular level, it could not predict any active behaviour o f a cell, e.g. CSK
remodelling, under mechanical stimulation. This general cell model platform
could be further developed in this direction.

•

When converting the stimulus from mechanoregulation theories, the m ech
anoregulatory boundaries could be established on more cellular components,
especially those can be easily accessed in cell experiments, e.g. the shape of
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the nucleus. This would potentially be useful when corroborating mechanoregulation theories from experiments.
•

Regarding gap tissue simulation setup, a monolayer o f eight cell-tissue
blocks was incorporated in the model due to computational expenses. A
simulation setup with multiple layers o f cell-tissue combinations, with timedependent material properties, would be able to gain a better understanding
on the effects o f MSC ageing and debonding in gap tissue differentiation.

•

Regarding cell-cell and cel 1-substrate interactions in the simulation o f sub
strate stretching, the linkers that mechanically connect cells were modelled
as rigid in both tensile and compressive directions. In reality, the mechanics
o f these interactions are far more complex. A further look in this direction is
recommended.
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Appendix A
The predicted tissue differentiation patterns under
force-control without debonding

The stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times
(xlO) o f the original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem x l
(3T) and E„em x2 (2T) are the young and aged cells, respectively.
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Figure A.I. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading magni
tude o f 0.48 |iN without debonding.
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Figure A.2. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading magni
tude of 0.36 |aN without debonding.
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Appendix B
The predicted tissue differentiation patterns under
force-control with one debonding surface (debonding
case 1)

The stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times
(xlO) o f the original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Enem x l
(3T) and Emem x2 (2T) are the young and aged cells, respectively.
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Appendix C
The predicted tissue differentiation patterns under
force-control with two opposite debonding surface
(debonding case 2)

The stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times
(xlO) o f the original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem xl
(3T) and E„em x2 (2T) are the young and aged cells, respectively.
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Figure C .l. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading magni
tude o f 0.48 |iN with two opposite debonding surfaces.
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Figure C.2. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading magni
tude o f 0.36 |aN with two opposite debonding surfaces.
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Figure C.3. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading magni
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Appendix D
The predicted tissue differentiation patterns under
force-control with two neighbouring debonding sur
faces (debonding case 3)

The stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times
(xlO) o f the original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem
(3T) and Emem x2 (2T) are the young and aged cells, respectively.
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Figure D.2. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading magni
tude o f 0.36 |aN with two neighbouring debonding surfaces.
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Figure D.3. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading magni
tude o f 0.24 |iN with two neighbouring debonding surfaces.
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Appendix E
The predicted tissue differentiation patterns under
force-control with three debonding surfaces
(debonding case 4)

The stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times
(xlO) o f the original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem x l
(3T) and Emem x2 (2T) are the young and aged cells, respectively.
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Figure E .l. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading magni
tude o f 0.48 |iN with three debonding surfaces.
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Figure E.2. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading magni
tude o f 0.36 |iN with three debonding surfaces.
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Figure E.3. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading magnitude o f 0.24 |iN with three debonding surf
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Appendix F
The predicted tissue differentiation patterns under
motion-control without debonding

The stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times
(xlO) o f the original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. E^em
(3T) and Emem x2 (2T) are the young and aged cells, respectively.
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Figure F.l. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading mag
nitude o f 12 |im without debonding.
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Figure F.2. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading m ag
nitude o f 9 ^m without debonding.
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Figure F.3. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading mag
nitude o f 6 |im without debonding.
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Figure F.4. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading mag
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Appendix G
The predicted tissue differentiation patterns under
motion-control with one debonding surface (debond
ing case 1)

The stiffness of cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times
(xlO) o f the original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. E^em x l
(3T) and Emem x2 (2T) are the young and aged cells, respectively.
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Figure G .l. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading
magnitude o f 12 |im with one debonding surface.
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Figure G.2. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading
magnitude o f 9 |am with one debonding surface.
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Figure G.3. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading
magnitude o f 6 |im with one debonding surface.
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Figure G.4. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading
magnitude o f 3 |im with one debonding surface.
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Appendix H
The predicted tissue differentiation patterns under
motion-control with two opposite debonding surfaces
(debonding case 2)

The stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times
(xlO) o f the original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem x l
(3T) and Emem x2 (2T) are the young and aged cells, respectively.
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Figure H .l. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading
magnitude o f 12 |iN with two opposite debonding surfaces.
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magnitude o f 9 |j,m with two opposite debonding surfaces.
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Figure H.3. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading
magnitude o f 6 |am with two opposite debonding surfaces.
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Figure H.4. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading
magnitude o f 3 |^m with two opposite debonding surfaces.
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Appendix I
The predicted tissue differentiation patterns under
motion-control with two neighbouring debonding
surfaces (debonding case 3)

The stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO. 1) to 10 times
(xlO) o f the original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. Emem xl
(3T) and Emem x2 (2T) are the young and aged cells, respectively.
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Figure I.l. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading mag
nitude o f 12 |am with two neighbouring debonding surfaces.
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Figure 1.2. Tissue differentiation patterns under force-control with a loading magni
tude o f 9 |am with two neighbouring debonding surfaces.
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Figure 1.3. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading mag
nitude o f 6 |im with two neighbouring debonding surfaces.
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Figure 1.4. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading mag
nitude o f 3 |am with two neighbouring debonding surfaces.
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Appendix J
The predicted tissue differentiation patterns under
motion-control with three debonding surfaces
(debonding case 4)

The stiffness o f cell membrane was altered from 10% (xO.l) to 10 times
(xlO) o f the original young cell. The highlighted two lines, i.e. E,„em xl
(3T) and E„em x2 (2T) are the young and aged cells, respectively.
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Figure J .l. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading mag
nitude o f 12 |im with three debonding surfaces.
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Figure J.2. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading m ag
nitude o f 9 (im with three debonding surfaces.
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Figure J.3. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading m ag
nitude of 6 |im with three debonding surfaces.
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Figure J.4. Tissue differentiation patterns under motion-control with a loading m ag
nitude o f 3 |am with three debonding surfaces.
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